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Executive Summary
Initiative Description and Background
The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) is a non-profit organization that works to
accelerate the innovation and adoption of energy-efficient products, services, and practices in the
Pacific Northwest. In 2009, NEEA launched the Consumer Electronics Television Initiative (the
Initiative) to increase the availability of energy efficient televisions. The Initiative provides
retailers with financial incentives to encourage them to include a higher number of the most
efficient televisions in their assortments than they would have otherwise. In addition, Initiative
field staff place promotional point-of-purchase (POP) television tags in participating retail stores
to help consumers identify efficient televisions.
This report is the third Market Progress Evaluation Report (MPER) of the Initiative and focuses
on activities conducted in 2012. The purpose of this MPER is to evaluate the Initiative’s progress
towards its goals and provide recommendations to improve its performance moving forward.

Research Objectives
MPER #3 sought to document market conditions relevant to the Initiative’s progress. These
included questions to identify reasons for the impact of the Initiative’s in-store marketing
activities, as documented in MPER #2. There were five key research questions for this report:


Did sales associate behavior change during customer interactions, since the 2012
“mystery shopping” data collection activity, reported in MPER #2?



Did customers ask about Energy Forward when interacting with sales associates?



Did the impact of the Initiative’s in-store video differ by retail chain?



When and why the in-store video impacted sales?



Did the 2012 marketing campaign impact sales?

Evaluation Activities
Table 1 summarizes the six activities that informed MPER #3.

Executive Summary
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Table 1. MPER #3 Data Collection Activities
Activity

Data Source(s)

Sample Size

Initiative Data Review

Field Staff Store Visit Data

N/A

Television Sales Data
In-depth Interviews

Participating retailers

3 completed
interviews

ENERGY STAR Program Manager

1 completed
interview

Efficiency program implementers/evaluators

2 completed
interviews

Retail Store Manager
Survey

Retail store managers

31 completed
surveys

“Mystery Shopping”

Research team visits to participating retail stores

59 store visits

Ride-Alongs with Field
Staff

Research team observations of field staff visits to participating
retail stores

10 store visits

Literature Review

Academic and trade publications

N/A

Market Progress Indicators
The Television Initiative has 12 market progress indicators (MPIs). Table 2summarizes the
findings from MPER #3 relative to these MPIs.
Table 2 . MPER #3 Key Findings Relative to the Television Initiative MPIs
Market Progress Indicator

Key Findings

(i)

Consumers can identify qualified vs.
unqualified TVs

Yes

Sales associates can explain the difference.

No

Field staff data showed low POP error rates. (Appendix D.1)

Sales associates were less likely to promote energy efficiency
to customers in 2013 than in 2012, but demonstrated improved
ability to locate efficient televisions and increased knowledge
of ENERGY STAR. (Findings #1 and #2)
(ii)

Earned media coverage

Yes
There were 24 news or radio stories covering NEEA’s 2012
“Are you fan enough” media campaign.
Marketing contractor Colehour and Cohen estimated earned
media value at $334,029.1

(iii) Utility & market partners utilize messaging
platform to communicate with customers

1

Not addressed

Colehour and Cohen. 2012 Energy Forward “Are you fan enough?” Marketing and Public Relations Report.
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Market Progress Indicator

Key Findings

(iv) Retailers value their relationship with the
Initiative

Yes

(v)

In part

Market data is sufficient to track initiative
progress, support spec development, &
inform retailer discussions

Retailers expressed their value for the Initiative during in-depth
interviews and coordinated closely with the Initiative on
marketing campaigns. (Conclusion #1)
Sales data supported video impact analysis at some retailers but
did not support any additional analyses, for example,
participant vs. nonparticipant store comparisons.

(vi) Retailers increase stock of qualifying
models

Not addressed

(vii) Stringent mandatory & voluntary TV
specifications

Not addressed

(viii) Retailers increase proportion of qualified
TVs in their assortment

Not addressed

(ix) Manufacturers increase number of models
designed to meet program specifications

Not addressed

(x)

In part

Year-over-year decrease in annual TV UEC
at all sizes & price points

“Stocking” in the retail context refers to the number of units of
a given SKU that a retailer keeps onsite at each retail store. The
Initiative does not collect data on retailer stocking levels.

As noted in MPER #2, the comparison of retailers’ TV
assortments to a hypothetical baseline, or to a previous year’s
assortment, is difficult, expensive, and potentially infeasible
given available data.
As noted in MPER #2, the comparison of manufacturers’ TV
assortments to a hypothetical baseline, or to a previous year’s
assortment, is difficult, expensive, and potentially infeasible
given available data.
Sales data showed on mode wattage decline at all sizes but
price point data were not available. (Appendix D.2)

(xi) Increased consumer awareness of TV
energy efficiency

In part

(xii) Increase in sales of TVs that meet or exceed
current ENERGY STAR specification

Yes

Mystery shopping debrief interviews found 58% of sales
associates reported an increase in customer interest in
efficiency from 2012 to 2013. (Appendix D.4)
Sales data showed qualified television sales as a proportion of
all sales (at retailers reporting full category data) increased
from 40% in 2012 to 80% in 2013. (Appendix D.2)

Key Findings
MPER #3 yielded seven key findings about the Initiative’s progress relative to the research
questions:


Key Finding #1: Sales associates were less likely to promote energy efficiency to
customers in 2013 than in 2012.
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Key Finding #2: Sales associates’ ability to locate efficient televisions increased in 2013,
and evidence suggests a link between this increase and outreach efforts by energy
efficiency organizations, including NEEA’s Television Initiative.



Key Finding #3: Television buyers rarely asked about Energy Forward when shopping at
participating retailers.



Key Finding #4: In 2012 as in 2011, sales data suggest that the Initiative’s in-store video
and other marketing activities increased the proportion of Energy Forward televisions
sold. The 2012 data show the impact varied by retail chain.



Key Finding #5: Academic and trade research suggest that in-store videos and POP
materials can be a powerful way to influence purchase decisions because they “prime”
interested consumers to prioritize some decision-making factors over others.



Key Finding #6: The Initiative’s in-store video met some best practices for in-store
video, but there are opportunities for improvement.



Key Finding #7: The Initiative’s “Most Efficient” television tags are valued by retailers
and are the critical causal link between the Initiative’s marketing activities and any
potential impact on qualified television sales.

Conclusions and Recommendations
MPER #3 yielded the following conclusions and recommendations:


Conclusion #1: NEEA has established strong working relationships with its retail
partners.




Conclusion #2: NEEA may be able to increase the Initiative’s influence by addressing
three issues: the large number of qualified models, the lack of retailer-led in-store
promotion of the Energy Forward brand, and confusion about the brand and the
specification-setting process.




Recommendations: If NEEA wants to continue a consumer products Initiative, its
strong retailer relationships could serve as a platform for a midstream market
Initiative.

Recommendations: Consider using a stringent third-party specification to determine
qualified products. Consider developing online training for sales associates, modelled
on trainings developed by retailers and product manufacturers, and focused on
helping sales associates use qualification as a sales tool.

Conclusion #3: The Initiative’s in-store marketing activities are critical to increasing
sales of qualified products and creating evaluable impact.


Recommendations: Continue placing television tags on qualified models in
participating stores. Seek ways to make the television tags and in-store video more
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effective by altering the message to focus on other attributes of qualified products or
educating consumers about the cumulative impact of energy use in their homes.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Initiative Description

NEEA’s Consumer Electronics Initiative began in 2009 in cooperation with two California
utilities: Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) and the Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD).
In 2012, the period covered in this MPER, NEEA, PG&E, SMUD, and Southern California
Edison operated consumer electronics energy efficiency programs, all of which paid incentives
to retailers for sales of qualified televisions:. A more detailed history of the Initiative is available
in MPER #1 and MPER #2.
1.1.1.

Initiative Activities, Theory and Logic Model

The Initiative employs a midstream approach in which television retailers are the program
participants. A summary of the Initiative’s key activities appears below, followed by the
Initiative’s logic model, a graphical representation of the activities, outputs, and expected
outcomes (Figure 2).
The Initiative’s key activities are:


Retailer and manufacturer account management: NEEA, in cooperation with its
implementation contractor, cultivated and maintained business relationships with major
chain retailers’ corporate staff, including executives working in sustainability as product
buyers. NEEA and its contractor informed retailers of the annual changes to qualifying
television specifications and negotiated retailers’ cooperation with in-store and out-ofstore promotions.



Establish annual Initiative specification and incentive amounts: NEEA coordinated
with the other funding organizations (including PG&E) to determine the efficiency levels
that must be met in order for a television model to “qualify” for an incentive payment.
Table 4 lists the specification levels for 2011, 2012, and 2013.



Television sales data collection, management, analysis, and reporting: A third-party
contractor, hired by NEEA, built and maintained a television sales database with an
online data submission and reporting component. Retailers used an online tool to upload
sales data. The third-party contractor cleaned and verified the data.



Administer incentive program: NEEA paid per-unit incentives to retailers for each
qualified television sold, based on television sales data supplied by retailers. Incentives
are paid monthly.



Marketing: NEEA developed a unique brand for the Initiative, “Energy Forward,” and
produced several types of marketing materials, including: in-store materials (“point-ofpurchase” or POP) like shelf tags and/or product stickers, and a 15-second video played
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in retail stores and available on the Initiative website. The Initiative also coordinated a
cross platform marketing campaign that took place in October 2012 and included social
media, earned media, and limited in-store promotion at selected retail stores.


Retail field services: NEEA employed field staff who visited each participating retail
store approximately once per month (more than 4,000 visits in 2012) to place and ensure
the accuracy of the qualified television tags and/or product stickers. Figure 1 shows the
Initiative television tag. Field staff typically placed the television tag on the upper left
corner of the displayed televisions. Field staff placed the tags next to the retailers’ shelf
tags when the display televisions were unreachable or the retail staff preferred not to have
tags on the televisions themselves.
Figure 1. Initiative Television Tag, 2012

NEEA expects its relationship building with retailers and the payment of incentives will lead
retailers to increase the proportion of qualified televisions in their assortments (the number and
type of televisions a retailer makes available in its stores or online). NEEA expects the
Initiative’s marketing activities will increase consumers’ awareness of energy efficiency. NEEA
theorizes that an increase in qualified televisions in retail assortments combined with an increase
in consumer awareness of efficiency will result in an increase in sales of qualified televisions.

Introduction
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Figure 2. Initiative Logic Model
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1.1.2.

Partners and Activities
Table 3. Initiative Activities and Partners Involved, 2012
Stakeholder (s) and their Roles
NEEA

Navitas
Partners

Energy
Solutions

Funder

Implementer

Data
Manager

Develop and manage relationships with retailers and manufacturers

X

X

Place Initiative point-of-purchase materials at participating retail stores

X

X

Pay incentives to retailers

X

Activity

Collect, manage, analyze and report on television sales data

X

Participate in industry discussions regarding the energy efficiency of
televisions

X

Establish annual Initiative specification levels and incentive amounts

X

Market energy efficient televisions to end users

X

1.1.3.

Participating Retailers

Introduction

X
X
X
X

X
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Table 3 summarizes the Initiative’s retailer participants in 2012, including the participating
corporations and the number of participating stores in NEEA footprint.
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Table 3. Initiative Participants in NEEA Footprint, 2012-2013
Number of
Participating Stores
Store/Chain Name

2012

2013

Best Buy

40

39

Costco

50

50

5

5

128

114

Sears

85

73

Kmart

44

41

106

107

17

13

Fry’s

2

2

Vann’s

6

0

354

330

Sam’s Club
Sears Holdings Corp.

Walmart
Nationwide

Total

1.1.4.

Initiative Television Specifications

The Initiative’s television specifications identify the minimum efficiency level a television must
meet to qualify for an incentive. The Initiative specifications are based on ENERGY STAR
specifications and include two “tiers” - a high (more stringent) tier and a low tier. Retailers
received a higher payment for sales of televisions that qualified at the high tier. Table 4 lists the
specifications in 2012 and 2013. Initiative specifications for previous years are listed in MPERs
#1 and #2.
Table 4. Initiative Television Specifications, 2012-2013
Period

High Tier

Low Tier

January 1, 2012 – March 31, 2013

ENERGY STAR v5 + 35%

ENERGY STAR v5 + 20%

April 1, 2013 – December 31, 2013

Most Efficient 2013

ENERGY STAR v6 +20%

1.2.

MPER #3 Research Questions

MPER #3 was designed to address five specific research questions:


Did sales associates’ behavior and knowledge differ in 2013 compared to 2012, with
regard to Energy Forward and energy efficiency?



Did customers ask about Energy Forward when interacting with sales associates?



Did the impact of the promotional video differ by retail chain?

Introduction
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Did the 2012 marketing campaign impact sales?



When the video impacted sales, why did it do so – because of impact on sales associates
or customers or something else?

2. Evaluation Activities
Six data collection activities informed the evaluation.

Table 5. TV Initiative MPERs #3 Data Collection Activities lists each activity, the data source,
and sample size.

Table 5. TV Initiative MPERs #3 Data Collection Activities
Activity

Data Source(s)

Sample Size

Initiative Data Review

Field Staff Store Visit Data

N/A

Television Sales Data
In-depth Interviews

Participating retailers

3 completed
interviews

ENERGY STAR Program Manager

1 completed
interview

Efficiency program implementers/evaluators

2 completed
interviews

Retail Store Manager
Survey

Retail store managers

31 completed
surveys

“Mystery Shopping”

Research team visits to participating retail stores

59 store visits

Ride-Alongs with Field
Staff

Research team observations of field staff visits to participating
retail stores

10 store visits

Literature Review

Academic and trade publications

N/A

A summary of the activities appears below. The appendices contain additional details, including
the data collection instruments.

2.1.

Quantitative Analysis of Field Staff and Television Sales Data

The research team performed a quantitative analysis of two data sets:


Store visit records compiled by the Initiative’s field staff, who visited participating
stores approximately once per month. Fluid Market Strategies, whose staff conducted
approximately 4,000 store visits in 2012, provided the field staff data.

Evaluation Activities
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Television sales records for every incented television sold and a portion of non-qualified
television sales. Participating retailers provided television sales data for televisions sold
between January 1, 2010 and August 1, 2013.

A detailed description of the methodology used to evaluate the field staff and television sales
data is available in Appendix B.

2.2.

In-Depth Interviews

In-depth interviews with retailers, efficiency program implementers and evaluators, and an
ENERGY STAR Program Manager covered topics including NEEA’s television Initiative,
potential program activities in consumer electronics, and the state of the television market. Table
6shows the number of completed in-depth interviews and approximate number of interviewees
(most interviews included more than one interviewee). The research team attempted to speak
with two additional participating retailers but these efforts did not result in completed interviews.
The interview guide appears below in Appendix C.

Table 6. Television Initiative MPER #3: In-Depth Interview Counts

Completed Interviews

Approximate Number of Interviewees

Participating retailers

3

7

ENERGY STAR Program Manager

1

1

Efficiency program implementers/evaluators

2

4

Total

5

12

Interviewee Type

2.3.

Retail Store Manager Survey

Telephone surveys with 31 retail store managers included managers of various types, as
summarized in

Evaluation Activities
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Table 7. Interviewees included managers at six of seven participating major chains (Best Buy,
Costco, Kmart, Sears, Target, Walmart) as well as three other retail chains. Additional
disposition details, screening methodology, and the survey instrument are available in
Appendices B and C.
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Table 7. Television Initiative MPER #3: Retail Store Manager Survey Counts, MPER #2 and MPER #3
MPER #3 (2013)

MPER #2 (2012)

Electronics department

18

17

Television department

4

1

Store

2

2

Other

7

10

Total

31

30

Manager Type

2.4.

“Mystery Shopping”

The 59 “mystery shopping” visits took place at participating retails stores in five metro areas,
summarized in Table 8. Additional visit distribution details and the visit conversation guide are
available in Appendices B and C.
Table 8. Television Initiative MPER #3: “Mystery Shopping” Store Visit Counts by Store Type and Metro
Area
Store Type

SeattleTacomaBellevue, WA

Portland-VancouverBeaverton, OR-WA

KennewickRichlandPasco, WA

Missoula,
MT

Boise CityNampa, ID

Total

Major chain

15

14

9

10

9

57

Minor/nonchain

0

1

0

0

1

2

Total

15

15

9

10

10

59

2.5.

Ride-Alongs

The Initiative’s field staff visited each participating retail store approximately once per month in
2012. A research team member spent two days accompanying field staff on their regularly
scheduled store visits. These “ride-alongs” included a total of ten store visits in the Portland and
Eugene metro areas and six of seven participating major chains. During each visit, the research
team member observed the field staff’s placement of Initiative materials and interactions with
store staff. The research team member also engaged in a discussion with the field staff during
travel between stores that included specific topics about each store visit and more general topics
about the field staff’s experience. The ride-along observation guide is available in Appendix C.

2.6.

Literature Review

The literature review included publications in energy efficiency, retail trade, and academic
sources. Key search terms included “in-store video,” “shopper marketing,” “priming,” “midstream,” and “trade promotion.” A complete list of the sources included in the literature review is
in Appendix B.6.1.
Evaluation Activities
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3. Market Progress Assessment
3.1.

Market Progress Indicators

The Television Initiative has 12 market progress indicators (MPIs), as indicated in the Initiative’s
logic model (Section 1.1.1). Table 9 summarizes the findings from MPER #3 relative to these
MPIs.
Table 9. MPER #3 Key Findings Relative to the Television Initiative MPIs
Market Progress Indicator

Key Findings

(xiii) Consumers can identify qualified vs.
unqualified TVs.

Yes

Sales associates can explain the difference.

(xiv) Earned media coverage

Field staff data showed low POP error rates. (Appendix D.1)
In part
Just over half of sales associates interviewed during mystery
shopping were able to provide an explanation of Energy
Forward or the POP materials. Among those who offered an
explanation, there was little consistency in those definitions.
Commonly mentioned correct elements of the brand included
that it was the “most efficient” or “best” of the efficient models
and that the brand was sponsored by a local utility. Incorrect
elements of the explanations sales associates offered included
that the POP materials were placed at random and that labeled
televisions qualified for a rebate. (Appendix D.4)
Yes
There were 24 news or radio stories covering NEEA’s 2012
“Are you fan enough” media campaign.
Marketing contractor Colehour and Cohen estimated earned
media value at $334,029.2

(xv) Utility & market partners utilize messaging
platform to communicate with customers

Not addressed

(xvi) Retailers value their relationship with the
Initiative

Yes

2

Retailers expressed that they value the Initiative during indepth interviews and coordinated closely with the Initiative on
marketing campaigns. (Conclusion #1)

Colehour and Cohen. 2012 Energy Forward “Are you fan enough?” Marketing and Public Relations Report.
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Market Progress Indicator

Key Findings

(xvii)Market data is sufficient to track initiative
progress, support spec development, &
inform retailer discussions

In part
Sales data is sufficient to inform specification development in
that the proportion of unit sales meeting the current
specification can be tracked (at some retailers) on a monthly
basis.
Sales data is also sufficient to inform retailer discussions
because it allows NEEA to monitor sales of qualified models at
the retailer level.
Sales data supported video impact analysis at some retailers but
did not support any impact analyses of stocking or assortment
changes.

(xviii) Retailers increase stock of qualifying
models

Not addressed

(xix) Stringent mandatory & voluntary TV
specifications

Not addressed

(xx) Retailers increase proportion of qualified
TVs in their assortment

Not addressed

(xxi) Manufacturers increase number of models
designed to meet program specifications

Not addressed
As noted in MPER #2, the comparison of manufacturers’ TV
assortments to a hypothetical baseline, or to a previous year’s
assortment, is difficult, expensive, and potentially infeasible
given available data.

(xxii)Year-over-year decrease in annual TV UEC
at all sizes & price points

In part

(xxiii) Increased consumer awareness of TV
energy efficiency

In part

(xxiv) Increase in sales of TVs that meet or
exceed current ENERGY STAR
specification

Yes

Market Progress Assessment

“Stocking” in the retail context refers to the number of units of
a given SKU that a retailer keeps onsite at each retail store. The
Initiative does not collect data on retailer stocking levels.
MPER #2 found that NEEA’s involvement in the specificationsetting process played a key role in ensuring that the ENERGY
STAR Version 4, 5, and 6.0 specifications for TVs were
stringent. During the data collection period for MPER #3, EPA
had not yet begun the process of revising the Version 6.0
specification.
As noted in MPER #2, the comparison of retailers’ TV
assortments to a hypothetical baseline, or to a previous year’s
assortment, is difficult, expensive, and potentially infeasible
given available data.

Sales data showed on mode wattage decline at all sizes but
price point data were not available. (Appendix D.2)
Mystery shopping debrief interviews found 58% of sales
associates reported an increase in customer interest in
efficiency from 2012 to 2013. (Appendix D.4)
Sales data showed qualified television sales as a proportion of
all sales (at retailers reporting full category data) increased
from 40% in 2012 to 80% in 2013. (Appendix D.2)
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3.2.

Research Questions and Key Findings

This MPER has six key findings. Table 10 lists each of the research questions and the relevant
finding(s). The following sections discuss each finding in detail.
Table 10. MPER #3 Research Questions and Key Findings
Research Question

Key Findings

Did sales associates’ behavior and knowledge
differ in 2013 compared to 2012, in regards to
Energy Forward and energy efficiency?

Findings #1 and #2

Did customers ask about Energy Forward when
interacting with sales associates?

Finding #3

Did the impact of the promotional video differ by
retail chain?

Finding #4

Did the 2012 marketing campaign impact sales?

Finding #4

Sales associates were less likely to promote energy efficiency
to customers in 2013 than in 2012, but demonstrated improved
ability to locate efficient televisions and increased knowledge
of ENERGY STAR
Television buyers rarely asked about Energy Forward when
shopping at participating retailers.
The Initiative’s in-store video and other marketing activities
increased the proportion of Energy Forward televisions sold
and the impact varied by retail chain, with sales increasing at
three chains and showing no change at two chains.
The October marketing activities, predominantly the in-store
video, resulted in a 2.6% increase in the proportion of Energy
Forward television sales. The impact of the activities, including
off-line media mentions and social media activity, could not be
evaluated apart from the impact of the in-store video.

When the video impacted sales, why did it do so
– because of impact on sales associates or
customers or something else?

Findings #5 and #6
Academic and trade research suggest that in-store videos
influence purchase decisions because they “prime” interested
consumers to prioritize some decision-making factors over
others, and suggests ways for NEEA to improve the
effectiveness of the Initiative video.

Key Finding #1: Sales associates were less likely to promote energy efficiency to
customers in 2013 than in 2012.
“Mystery shopping” store visits and interviews show sales associates were less likely to discuss
and promote energy efficiency in 2013 than in 2012. The decrease has two probable causes:
changes in market conditions related to the predominance of light emitting diode (LED)
televisions and a continued lack of direction from retailers’ corporate management to the stores,
both of which are discussed in detail below.

Market Progress Assessment
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Predominance of LEDs
In 2013, the predominance of LED televisions reduced average on mode watts and
variation in on mode wattage, making television energy consumption less useful to sales
associates as a differentiating feature.
Television industry analysts suggest televisions with LED backlighting are set to reach 90%
market penetration by the end of 2013.3 Data collection activities conducted for this MPER show
this level of LED market penetration may have been reached much earlier in the Northwest.
During mystery shopping visits conducted mid-way through 2013, in July and August, 93% of
televisions shown to researchers had LED backlighting (compared to 51% in 2012).
The high level of efficiency achieved by LED LCD technology further reduced the already-small
differences in energy consumption among 2013 television models. As a result, energy efficiency
was likely even less useful to sales associates as a differentiating television feature in 2013 than it
had been in 2012. The narrowing of the efficiency gap is even more pronounced when
comparing television wattage in 2010 to 2013. In 2010, the range in on mode power between the
most and least efficient televisions sold by participating retailers was 280.9 watts. In 2013, the
range had narrowed 38%, to 174.8 watts. The difference in average on mode power between
Energy Forward and non-Energy Forward televisions declined as well, from 48.7 watts in 2010
to 33.5 watts in 2013. Energy Guide labels, which clearly show a television’s annual operating
cost, made television sales associates and buyers aware of just how small the dollar value of the
savings would be.
Figure 3 and
Figure 4 provide two views of the reduced variance in television energy use between 2010 and 2013. Figure 3
shows the reduction in range between the most and least efficient television models, from nearly 281 watts in
2010 to 175 watts in 2013.

Figure 4 plots on mode watts for every television in the data set, by screen size and year sold,
and visually indicates how the spread between the best and worst performers has narrowed.

3

IHS iSuppli. November 5, 2013. “LED Backlighting to Reach 90 Percent Penetration in LCD TVs in 2013.”
Press Release. Retrieved from http://www.isuppli.com/Semiconductor-Value-Chain/News/Pages/LEDBacklighting-to-Reach-90Percent-Penetration-in-LCD-TVs-in-2013.aspx
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Figure 3. Range in On Mode Watts between Most and Least Efficient Television Models, 2010 - 2013
2010

280.9

2011

287.5

2012

267.4

2013

174.8
0

100
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Figure 4. Television On Mode Power in Watts by Screen Size, 2010 – 2013
(Orange lines highlight the majority of 2013 TV sales)

The narrowing variance in on mode power (and thus energy consumption) was the likely cause
of two observed changes in sales associate behavior between 2012 and 2013. In 2013, sales
associates were less likely to mention energy efficiency unprompted and less likely to report that
energy efficient televisions work better than non-energy efficient televisions. The comments of
sales associates who reported being at their jobs five years or longer supported this hypothesis.
These sales associates noted that customers’ interest in efficiency decreased as television
efficiency increased. Example comments from sales associates include:

Market Progress Assessment
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“Before more people inquired about energy efficiency because plasma TVs were
inefficient. Nowadays all TVs are very efficient.”
“When plasma became less popular and LEDs became common there was some interest
among customers about how much they might save, but all models are LED now and
there is no longer such interest.”
Continued lack of direction from corporate to stores
Sales associates were not encouraged to mention energy efficiency or the Energy Forward
brand.
None of the 59 sales associates with whom researchers interacted during mystery shopping
mentioned Energy Forward or referred to the Initiative point-of-purchase materials unprompted.
In addition to market conditions, our findings suggest the limited direction from store
management and Initiative field staff may be responsible for this lack of promotion. Over half of
the surveyed television and electronics department managers who were aware of Energy Forward
(12 of 17) reported that they had never discussed Energy Forward with sales associates, and only
five reported that they had encouraged sales associates to mention Energy Forward.
Although the Initiative’s field staff did interact with sales associates and encouraged them to use
the Energy Forward brand and in-store signage as a selling point, the field staff’s reach was
limited: fewer than one-quarter of sales associates interviewed during mystery shopping reported
having interacted with Initiative field staff. Additionally, the level of detail field staff are able to
provide about the Initiative may be limited; during ride-along observations, field staff found it
challenging to explain how the Initiative determines precisely which televisions qualify. Field
staff also did not mention the Initiative’s incentives to store staff, despite retailers’ practice of
applying the incentives to store-level profit and loss calculations, which can impact staff
members’ compensation.

Key Finding #2: Sales associates’ ability to locate efficient televisions increased in
2013, and evidence suggests a link between this increase and outreach efforts by
energy efficiency organizations, including NEEA’s Television Initiative.
Sales associates’ ability to define ENERGY STAR correctly increased significantly in 2013.
Findings suggest that interaction with Initiative field staff and other energy efficiency training
are associated with improved sales associate knowledge and awareness. Sales associates who
reported interacting with field staff had higher Energy Forward and ENERGY STAR knowledge
scores than those who did not report interacting with field staff (mean Energy Forward scores of
3.54 compared to 2.24; mean ENERGY STAR scores of 4.42 compared to 3.20).4

4

Using a scale of 1 to 7, with “1” meaning “did not know about ENERGY STAR/Energy Forward” and “7”
meaning “was very knowledgeable about ENERGY STAR/Energy Forward.”
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Training related to energy efficiency was also associated with increased knowledge of ENERGY
STAR, but not Energy Forward. The one-quarter of sales associates who reported receiving
energy efficiency training had significantly higher ENERGY STAR knowledge scores than those
who reported receiving no efficiency training (a mean score of 4.29 compared to 3.10 on the
same 1 to 7 scale). Although three sales associates mentioned receiving Energy Forward-specific
training, overall the majority mentioned ENERGY STAR-specific training (four mentions) or did
not specify the content of the training (nine mentions).
Through our department manager interviews, we found that nearly all stores provide training to
sales associates on electronics products. Online training is the primary method retailers use to
train sales associates. Mangers reported that either the retailer or the product manufacturers
develop online trainings for sales associates. Typical topics covered during online trainings
included information on product features and specifications and introduction to new products.
Only seven managers reported that sales associates receive onsite, in-person trainings. Product
manufactures were the only reported developers of onsite electronics trainings.

Key Finding #3: Television buyers rarely asked about Energy Forward when
shopping at participating retailers.
Study data suggest that television buyers rarely inquired about or requested Energy Forward
Televisions. Only one of 59 sales associates (interviewed during mystery shopping) reported that
customers asked about Energy Forward. Retail managers and sales associates with whom field
services representatives interacted during field service ride-alongs concurred that their customers
seldom asked about Energy Forward or the POP.
Findings from retail store managers surveyed by phone complicate this picture. Among
managers who were aware of Energy Forward, just under half (7 of 17) reported their customers
rarely or never asked about it. However, just over half of aware managers (10 of 17) said
customers did ask sales associates about Energy Forward on a daily or weekly basis.
The limited number of reports about Energy Forward inquiries prevented the research team from
characterizing the inquiring customers with confidence. Table 11. Five Possible
Characterizations of Customers Seeking Energy Forward Televisions lists some possibilities
suggested by the findings, which NEEA may want to investigate in the future.
Table 11. Five Possible Characterizations of Customers Seeking Energy Forward Televisions
Customer Characterization

Supporting Evidence

Television buyers in larger urban
areas

Suggested by three retail sales staff. Representative comments included:
“In Kalispell, they look at you funny if you mention it is super-efficient.”
“Lots of Seattle people are conscious of the energy footprint and the issues
with global warming, so they do ask every time it seems.”
“I used to work at a Costco in Salem (other side of the Cascades) and
things like energy efficiency and recycling were much more important. It’s
been increasing on this side, but it’s been slow.”

Market Progress Assessment
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Customer Characterization

Supporting Evidence

Buyers of large Televisions

Suggested by three retail sales staff and supported by the fact that four of
five store managers who reported daily inquiries about Energy Forward
worked at Best Buy and Costco, which assort a higher proportion of large
televisions than other participating retailers

Best Buy and/or Costco shoppers

Four of five store managers who reported daily inquiries about Energy
Forward worked at Best Buy and Costco

People who are concerned about
energy efficiency, which may include
RV dwellers or other customers with
limited access to electricity

Suggested by retail sales staff

Key Finding #4: In 2012 as in 2011, sales data suggest that the Initiative’s in-store
video and other marketing activities increased the proportion of Energy Forward
televisions sold. The 2012 data show the impact varied by retail chain.
A statistical analysis of television sales data shows the proportion of Energy Forward televisions
increased 2.6% in October 2012 compared to September 2012, after controlling for the increase
in the proportion of Energy Forward televisions in retailers’ assortments.5 This increase likely
resulted primarily from the airing of an in-store video, but the many other marketing activities
conducted in October may have contributed as well. The activities conducted by the Initiative,
the five participating retailers, and local utilities and included: 6


Enhanced Initiative POP placed in one retail chain



A football-related social media campaign and contest with online advertising on
Facebook and off-line advertising at events and utility offices



Utility-led activities including bill inserts, newsletter mentions, Facebook and Twitter
posts



Articles and mentions by print, online and radio news media

5

A repeated measures t-test (t(145)=-2.22, p=.03) was used to compare the averaged proportion of qualified sales
by store between September (when the initiative video did not play) and October (when the initiative video was
played). A subset of total stores were used in this analysis to control for assortment changes between September
and October. See Appendix B for the methods used to create the subset of stores with an average of zero
assortment change between September and October. One potential confounding factor, manufacturers’
promotional activities, was tested and disqualified as a cause of the increase in proportion of Energy Forward
TV sales, as there were no discernible differences in the proportion of qualified television sales by manufacturer
between September and October 2012.

6

This analysis included only the five (of six total) retailers for whom full category data were available.
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Figure 5 compares the proportion of Energy Forward television sales at five (anonymized) retail
chains in September, when the in-store video did not play, and in October, when the in-store
video played and the Initiative conducted additional marketing activities. The proportion of
Energy Forward televisions sold increased at three chains (Chains A, B, and D) but did not
change at the other two chains7
Figure 5. Comparison of the Proportion of Qualified Televisions Sold during Video On/Off Months, by
Retailer (with boxed bars indicating statistically significant changes)
80%

Percent of
Qualified TV
Sales
Video Off (Sep)
Video On (Oct)

0%
Retailer A
(19 Stores)

Retailer B
(13 Stores)

Retailer C
(19 Stores)

Retailer D
(37 Stores)

Retailer E
(58 Stores)

A few factors suggest the predominance of the impact of the in-store video over other marketing
activities in influencing television sales. The analysis of the impact of the in-store video in 2011
(published in MPER #2), during which no additional Initiative marketing activities took place,
yielded results similar to the current findings (a 3% increase in the proportion of top tier Energy
Forward television sales). Academic and trade literature thoroughly documents the influence of
in-store media on purchase decisions, providing a strong causal link between the Initiative’s instore video and increased Energy Forward sales. Key Finding #5, below, provides a further
review of this literature.
The influence of two marketing activities, an in-store video at one retail chain and enhanced
POP at another chain, were unmeasurable.
Two additional 2012 marketing activities could not be evaluated using television sales data. At
one retail chain, an Initiative video played in-store in February, April, and June. The influence of
the video was confounded by the increasing proportion of Energy Forward televisions in the
stores’ assortments as the year progressed, combined with the limited number of months when
the video played. Another retail chain displayed enhanced point-of-purchase materials during the
Initiative’s October 2012 marketing campaign. Evaluation of this activity was confounded by

7

A repeated measures ANOVA with a between subjects factor was used to investigate whether the increase in
sales of qualified televisions found above varied by retailer. The analysis found that the increase in qualified
televisions depended on the retailer (F(4,141)=8.19, p<.0001).
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store-level differences, which could not be controlled for given available data. In addition, the
need to control for the effect of the in-store video, which played at the same time that the
enhanced point-of-purchase materials were in place, left only a one-week window for analysis –
too little time to make a confident judgment.

Key Finding #5: Academic and trade research suggest that in-store videos and POP
materials can be a powerful way to influence purchase decisions because they
“prime” interested consumers to prioritize some decision-making factors over
others.
The power of an in-store video comes from its ability to both reach a large audience and
influence shoppers when they are making purchase decisions. Videos played on an HD television
wall may reach as many, or more, viewers than prime-time television advertisements.8 In
addition to reaching a large audience, in-store video has an advantage over other media in that it
provides information to consumers while they shop. Messages that reach consumers as they shop
can be influential because research suggests a relatively large proportion of consumers make at
least some part of their final purchase decision in the store. Estimates of the number of purchase
decisions made in-store vary, but studies have found that 40% of shoppers, or more, make at
least some part of their purchase decision in the store.9
Multiple interests and desires influence any decision, and in making a decision people prioritize
some interests over others. Studies have suggested that people who receive a targeted message
focused on one interest before making a decision may prioritize that interest over others.10
However, these messages only influence individuals who already had the motivation that was the
focus of the message. For example, study participants who received a priming message about
thirst, and were already thirsty, were more likely to show a preference for a drink associated with
thirst-quenching than either thirsty participants who did not receive the priming message or
participants who received the message but were not thirsty. 11

8

Best Buy states that 500 million customers visit its U.S. stores in a year, while Iz-On Media claims the ads it
places on the HDTV walls of club stores and other retailers reach more than 300 million consumers per month
(Best Buy Media Network 2013) (IZ-ON Media n.d.). In comparison, the most-watched primetime TV show on
a typical night draws approximately 20 million viewers (The Hollywood Reporter 2013).

9

(Court, et al. 2009) (Shankar, et al. 2011) (Yim, et al. 2010) One reason for the variation in estimates of the
proportion of purchase decisions made in-store may be a difference in the extent to which a shopper must
change their mind for the researcher to consider the purchase decision as having been made in-store. For
example, one researcher argues against the assertion that a majority of purchase decisions are made in-store,
stating that customers typically plan what they will buy ahead of time, but may select “the pack size or variant”
in-store (van Galen 2010).

10

(Strahan, Spencer and Zanna 2002) The studies described here delivered the priming messages subliminally.
However, other research has suggested that the effect of priming can be longer-lasting when the prime is clearly
visible, like an in-store video (Brintazzoli, et al. 2012).

11

(Strahan, Spencer and Zanna 2002) (Karremans, Stroebe and Claus 2006).
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Point-of-purchase (POP) materials can influence shoppers in ways that are consistent with the
influence researchers have observed from priming messages. For example, researchers have
found that POP can have a larger effect on sales than price reductions and that POP may reduce
buyers’ sensitivity to price.12 These findings suggest that POP may prime buyers to focus on
motivations other than price in their purchase decisions. Consistent with this idea, one study
found that POP that promoted product features generated a larger increase in sales than POP
focused on price alone. 13
While little research has directly examined the effects of in-store video on consumers’ decisionmaking, the research that is available suggests that in-store video has the potential to be as
effective as traditional POP, if not more so, in delivering priming messages to consumers.
Consistent with the finding that priming is most effective in activating motivations that viewers
already have, one study found that in-store video had limited impact on brand familiarity but a
large impact on purchase intentions. Further indicating the potential for in-store video to deliver
priming messages, studies have found that moving images can be more effective than still
images in capturing the attention of viewers. 14
The increase in the proportion of Energy Forward television sales associated with the
Initiative’s video and marketing activities is consistent with the expected impact of in-store
video promotions, as reported in industry trade publications.
Three studies – all commissioned by organizations that sell in-store advertising – show that instore videos have been found to influence the purchase decisions of 9% to 12% of shoppers.
Most relevant to the Initiative’s efforts, one case study drew on exit interviews with shoppers
exposed to a promotion for a “leading HDTV brand” played on the television wall of club stores.
More than half (53%) of the respondents who saw the video recalled it and 62% of those
reported the ad had at least “a little” influence on their purchase decision.15 Combining these
findings with information from another retailer on the proportion of shoppers likely exposed to
the video suggests that the promotional video influenced the purchase decisions of approximately
12% of shoppers (Figure 6).

12

(Woodside & Waddle, 1975) (Allenby & Ginter, 1995).

13

(Woodside & Waddle, 1975) (Allenby & Ginter, 1995) (McKinnon, Kelly and Robinson 1981).

14
15

. (Yim, et al. 2010).
13% of respondents reported the video had “a little” influence on their decision, 35% reported the video had
“some” influence, and 14% reported the video had “a lot” of influence over their purchase decision (Premier
Retail Networks, 2010).
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Figure 6. Estimate of the Percentage of Shoppers Influenced by In-store Videos

100%
All shoppers

38%
Shoppers exposed to video*

20%
Shoppers recalling
video

12%
Shoppers influenced by
video
* Estimate based on average dwell time near HD television wall in Best Buy stores (11.3 minutes). A video
played every 30 minutes is expected to reach 11.3/30=38% of shoppers.
Sources: (Premier Retail Networks, 2010); (Best Buy, 2013)

Other studies have focused on a wider range of products and included in-store video beyond the
HD television wall, but reported similar results. One third of the respondents surveyed in one
national study recalled having seen in-store video beyond that shown on display televisions, and
29% of those respondents (9.6% of the population) reported making an unplanned purchase after
seeing in-store video. In another study, surveyed shoppers who had been exposed to an in-store
video promotion were more likely to express favorable views of the advertised brand, and were
more likely to report that they would purchase the advertised product both that day and in the
future. This study suggests that the in-store video increased the proportion of shoppers likely to
buy the product that day by 11%.16
The increase in qualified TV sales associated with the Initiative’s video reported in Key Finding
#4, above, and in sales of top-tier qualified products reported in MPER #2 are likely more
consistent with the results of the studies described in this section than they initially appear. The
studies described above cited 9% to 12% increases in shoppers’ self-reported purchase intentions
resulting from in-store videos. It is unlikely that all of the shoppers who reported the intention to
purchase a particular product actually did so. As a result, the increase in sales of promoted
products resulting from these in-store videos is likely closer to the 2.6% and 3% increases in
sales of qualified products reported in this MPER and in MPER #2.

16

(Premier Retail Networks, 2005) (Arbitron, 2005).
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Key Finding #6: The Initiative’s in-store video met some best practices for in-store
video, but there are opportunities for improvement.
The Initiative in-store video followed two practices that academic researchers identified as
important to the success of in-store media. First, the Initiative video played in the part of the
store where consumers make decisions about their television purchases. Since the goal of in-store
media is to influence consumers as they are making purchase decisions, it is important that
messages appear near the products they promote. Second, the video included a constant display
of the Energy Forward logo. Many shoppers have only a brief and passing exposure to in-store
media - they do not stop to watch a whole video. As a result, shoppers are more likely to recall
in-store media content that features a fixed image of the advertised product in at least part of the
screen.17
The data collection activities conducted for MPER #3 and a review of the academic and trade
literature on in-store media also suggest two opportunities to improve the effectiveness of the
Initiative’s in-store video:


During mystery shopping and field services ride-alongs, the research team observed that
the audio accompanying the video on the television display wall at some stores was not
audible above the store’s background noise. The current video primarily relies on the
audio content to link the brand to efficiency and contains little visual information to
indicate that the Energy Forward brand signifies an efficient product.



Customers move through stores differently and pursue different goals at different times of
day and on different days of the week. Promotions using in-store video can play multiple
videos with varying messages at different times during the day or week to most
effectively target the types of shoppers likely to be in the store at that particular time. 18

Key Finding #7: The Initiative’s “Most Efficient” television tags are valued by
retailers and are the critical causal link between the Initiative’s marketing activities
and any potential impact on qualified television sales.
The Initiative’s television tags distinguish qualified from non-qualified models in participating
retail stores. The tags feature the orange Energy Forward logo and the words “Most Efficient,”
and usually appear on the upper left corner of the displayed television or on the shelf next to the
television’s model and price information.

17

(Morrison, 2010) (Yim, Yoo, Till, & Eastin, 2010) While the Initiative’s video displays a fixed image of the
Energy Forward logo only briefly, the logo is clearly visible on the screen through the entire duration of the
video. Thus, even someone only glancing at the video would see the Energy Forward logo.

18

(Yim, Yoo, Till, & Eastin, 2010) (Morrison, 2010).
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The work of ensuring that every qualified television carries an Initiative tag is labor-intensive.
The Initiative field staff spends the majority of their time during each 30-minute store visit
verifying shelf tag placement and replacing missing tags. This process requires the field staff to
check each television’s 8-10 digit model number (usually listed on the retailers’ shelf tag, the
product itself, or on the Energy Guide label) against the model numbers on the Initiative’s list of
qualified products. Larger television departments include upwards of 100 television models,
approximately 80% of which qualified as Energy Forward in 2013.
Without the work of the field staff, neither consumers nor sales associates would be able to
identify qualified televisions. Qualified product lists changed monthly and retailers did not track
which products are qualified. As a result, store managers and sales associates relied on the
accuracy of the tag placement to differentiate qualified from unqualified models.
For retailers, the Initiative’s tags provide two key benefits:


Sales associates rely on the tags when they use the “Energy Forward” brand as a sales
tool with customers. Although mystery shopping visits suggest this occurs only
occasionally, both store managers and sales associates say the ability to use the Initiative
as a sales tool is its greatest benefit to them.



In general, retailers place a high value on the work of initiative field staff. Home
improvement, appliance, and electronics retailers stated this publicly at the 2011 Energy
Star Partner meeting and repeatedly in in-depth interviews.

The tags’ value to the Initiative cannot be understated. Because they are the only way customers
and sales associates can distinguish qualified televisions from unqualified models, the tags
provide the critical causal link between the Initiative’s marketing activities and any potential
impact on qualified television sales.
Yet another important benefit afforded by the Initiative’s product tags is the ability to influence
consumer decision-making where it matters most – at the point of purchase. As Key Finding #5
points out, in-store marketing can play an important role in motivating buyers to prioritize
efficiency above other factors. The Initiative has a unique ability to exert this influence because
its tags are typically the only third-party promotional material visible in television departments.
All other promotions observed during in-store data collection were sponsored by either the
retailer or the product manufacturers.
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4. Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusion #1: NEEA has established strong working relationships with its
retail partners.
NEEA has earned the trust of its retail partners over the last three years, from the program’s
initiation in 2010. Survey and interview findings for both this MPER and MPER#2 showed that
retailers value the support NEEA provides them. Retailers appreciate NEEA’s work as their
energy expert, identifying qualified products and informing store-level staff about efficiency.
Corporate retail executives were satisfied with their interactions with NEEA through their
marketing partnerships, and have demonstrated their commitment to cooperation with efficiency
programs by dedicating staff to these relationships, sharing sales data, and allowing the Initiative
to place marketing materials in stores.

Recommendation:


If NEEA wants to continue a consumer products Initiative, its strong retailer
relationships could serve as a platform for a midstream market Initiative. The
Television Initiative, like most NEEA Initiatives, was built around a specific energysavings opportunity. NEEA’s retailer relationships offer the opportunity to shift the
Initiative to a strategy based on the channel (retailers) rather than the products. Retail
partnerships could be a platform for deploying market transformation strategies, which
could include new: approaches to incentive payments, evaluation strategies, efficient
products/ measures, and customer communications like promotional and educational
campaigns.

Conclusion #2: NEEA may be able to increase the Initiative’s influence by
addressing three issues: the large number of qualified models, the lack of
retailer-led in-store promotion of the Energy Forward brand, and confusion
about the brand and the specification-setting process.
The large number of qualified models. A large proportion of qualified models makes Energy
Forward less valuable as a differentiating product feature and increases the time required for
field staff visits. By March 2013, retailers’ assortments contained about 75% qualified models.
Such high market penetration reduces the potential of the Energy Forward label to designate the
most efficient products for consumers, and may suggest an opportunity for NEEA to encourage
retailers to assort still more efficient products. In addition, stores with larger television
departments included upwards of 80 qualified models. Maintaining such a large number of
qualified models required labor-intensive field work - field staff spent approximately 30 minutes,
on average, in each store, and spent the bulk of their time placing Energy Forward television tags
on qualified models. With this amount of field staff labor necessary for a single product, it could
be costly for the Initiative to expand to multiple product categories.
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The lack of in-store promotion of the Energy Forward brand. Store managers and sales
associates promoted the Energy Forward brand infrequently, depriving the Initiative of an
important opportunity to influence television sales. Although about half of store managers were
aware of Energy Forward, few encouraged sales associates to mention the brand to customers,
and none of the sales associates observed during mystery shopping mentioned Energy Forward
unprompted.
Confusion about the brand and the specification-setting process. Only half of sales associates
could provide an explanation of the Energy Forward brand, and those explanations were
inconsistent and at times inaccurate. The Initiative’s field staff commented that they have
particular difficulty answering questions about what makes a model qualified in detail. If field
staff and retail store staff can quickly and easily explain the meaning of the qualified product
designation, the effectiveness of the Initiative’s brand and marketing activities, including its instore television tags, will be improved.

Recommendations:


Consider using a stringent third-party specification to determine qualified products.
The use of a third-party specification could reduce the confusion about the Energy
Forward brand by leveraging an existing certification program. The name recognition of
the third-party specification may be beneficial in NEEA’s work with field staff and storelevel staff, and may also aid in NEEA’s work with retailers’ corporate staff and with
manufacturers. The use of a third-party specification would also relieve NEEA of the
need to set a specification level and determine qualifying products. If the chosen
specification is sufficiently strict, it may reduce the number of qualified products, leading
to greater value for Energy Forward as a differentiating factor and sales tool, and reduced
labor for field staff. Finally, the use of a third-party specification may strengthen NEEA’s
ability to collaborate with other funders because the specification would be determined
independently of any individual funder.



Consider developing online training for sales associates, modelled on trainings
developed by retailers and product manufacturers, and focused on helping sales
associates use qualification as a sales tool. Retailers at the corporate and store levels
stated that one of the Initiative’s key values is its potential use as a sales tool, and store
managers and sales associates requested additional training and information about the
Initiative. Ninety percent of store managers reported their employees participate in online
training, the most frequently reported type of staff training (see Appendix D.3.6). NEEA
could likely increase awareness, knowledge and promotion of the Initiative by providing
online training to sales associates, and could consider incentivizing sales associates to
take the training. In addition, online training could be deployed using an experimental
design approach such that NEEA could measure its influence on sales associate behavior.
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Conclusion #3: The Initiative’s in-store marketing activities are critical to
increasing sales of qualified products and creating evaluable impact.
The Initiative’s 2012 in-store marketing activities included the television tags placed by field
staff and the Initiative video, which aired at a selection of participating retail stores. These
activities had a measurable influence on qualified product sales. In 2012, in months when the
video aired, the proportion of qualified product sales increased 2.6%. The potential for the
video’s influence may be even greater, as findings from this MPER suggest the video’s reliance
on audio to communicate the meaning of the Energy Forward brand may be limiting its impact –
in some visited stores the video was inaudible.
The television tags are an important link between the in-store video (or any other consumer or
sales associate outreach) and increased product sales. Neither retailers nor manufacturers label
products with the Energy Forward logo as they do with ENERGY STAR. Nor do retailers track
which products the Initiative qualifies. As a result, the Initiative’s television tags are the only
way for sales associates and customers to identify qualified models.

Recommendations:


Continue placing television tags on qualified models in participating stores.
Although labor-intensive, these tags are crucial to the Initiative’s influence on product
sales.



Seek ways to make the television tags more effective. The current tag design is clear
and simple, but store-level staff noted it does not provide information about the source of
the “Most Efficient” designation. Further, retail managers mention that consumers do not
place high priority on efficiency when selecting a television and thus the tag’s message
may not be optimally influential. NEEA could consider altering the message to focus on
other attributes of qualified products or educating consumers about the cumulative impact
of energy use in their homes. In addition, a shift in the tag wording would avoid the
potential confusion of the Initiative’s specification with the ENERGY STAR Most
Efficient designation.



Seek ways to make the in-store video more effective. In order for the video to be an
effective “prime,” motivating consumers to prioritize efficiency over other factors,
viewers must associate the Energy Forward brand with energy efficiency. However, the
video relies almost exclusively on audio content to carry this message and thus shoppers
exposed to the video in stores where the audio is not clear may never make the
association. Changes to the video to convey the energy efficiency message visually could
improve its impact. And as noted above, NEEA may want to consider targeting other
attributes of qualified products instead of, or in addition to, efficiency. Further, marketing
literature suggests that videos targeted to specific customers segments and played at the
times when these customers are expected to be in the store may be more effective than
the Initiative’s current approach of showing the same video at all times.
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A. Appendix A: Glossary
3D: A television capable of displaying content that appears three-dimensional.
Assortment: The number and type of television models a retailer carries.
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT): A display technology that creates a picture by projecting beams of
electrons against a screen with a reactive coating. Until recently, this was the dominant display
technology.
Detailer: An individual employed to install promotional materials in retail stores.
Emissive Display: A display technology in which the pixels emit light. Emissive displays do not
require a backlight.
Merchant: A retail employee who selects the products the retail stores will carry. Merchants,
also called Buyers, use market research and their own knowledge to anticipate consumer
demands. Merchants are responsible for negotiating with suppliers and will travel to visit those
suppliers overseas.
Organic Light Emitting Diode (OLED): An emerging display technology. Organic light
emitting diodes are an emissive display, and allow for higher resolution and thinner form factors
in addition to using less energy than display technologies like LCD and plasma.
Liquid Crystal Display (LCD): A display technology in which an electric current causes
crystals within each pixel to change shape, altering the amount of light they allow to pass
through the pixel. LCD displays require a backlight.
Light Emitting Diode Television (LED Television): An LCD television that uses an LED
backlight.
Plasma: A display technology that creates a picture by sending an electric current through gasfilled cells, which light up in a process similar to a fluorescent light.
Stocking: The number of units of each assorted model available in a given store.
Video Wall: Display-model televisions, which retailers leave on to demonstrate their picture
quality. These televisions typically play pre-programmed video loops.
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B.

Appendix B: Detailed Methodology

B.1.

Quantitative Analysis

B.1.1. Field Staff Data
During 2012, the Initiative implementer employed one subcontractor to conduct regular visits to
participating retailers. Store visits lasted approximately one hour, and the field staff’s primary
task was to ensure that POP materials were correctly applied to Energy Forward televisions. At
each store visit, the field staff collected several types of data, which were recorded in Excel
workbooks. The field staff subcontractor provided the research team with one Excel file
containing data collected by field staff during each store visit. The data were checked for
duplicate entries and then imported the data into SPSS and Tableau for analysis.
To facilitate comparisons between 2012 and 2011 field staff visit data, the data files from 2012
and 2011 were combined into one SPSS file.

B.1.2. Television Sales Data
Retailers and buying groups reported television sales data to Energy Solutions, one of the
Initiative implementers, who cleaned the data and matched model numbers to identify qualified
and non-qualified models. The research team received five excel files from Energy Solutions,
each containing one year of sales data for 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2012, and a partial year of data
for 2013. The data were checked for duplication, cleaned, and recoded for analysis in SPSS and
Tableau. Data from 2009 were excluded because the set included very little full-category data.
The quality of the television sales data varied by retailer and typically included, for each
television sold: model characteristics, date of sale, and place of sale. Table 12. Data Quality by
Retailer or Buying Group shows the variation in data quality by retailer. The highlighted rows
indicate retailers that provided sufficient data for all analyses.
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Table 12. Data Quality by Retailer or Buying Group
Full Category
(includes non-qualified models)

Sales
Time Period

2009-2013

No

Daily

Brandsource

2010-2011

Yes

Daily

Costco

2009-2013

Yes

Daily

Fry’s Electronics

2011-2013

No

Daily

Nationwide

2010-2012

No

Daily

Sam’s Club

2011-2013

Yes

Monthly

Sears

2010-2013

Yes

Daily

Kmart

2010-2013

Yes

Daily

Target

2012-2013

Yes

Daily

Vann’s

2009-2012

Yes

Daily

Walmart

2009-2013

Yes

Monthly

Retailer/Buying Group

Years

Best Buy

B.1.2.1. September/October In-store Video Analysis
In order to evaluate the impact of the Initiative video on sales of qualified televisions, the
research team needed to control for the increasing proportion of qualified televisions from
September to October. The difference in the proportion of qualified televisions in each retailer’s
assortment was calculated for both periods. The store-level differences were used to create a
subset of participating stores for which the average difference in the proportion of qualified
televisions was as close to zero as possible. The selected subset contained 148 stores, from a
population of 310 stores for which assortment data was available. The subset’s average percent
difference in assortment of qualified televisions between October and September was -0.009,
meaning that on average, proportion of qualified televisions in the subset stores’ assortments was
nearly constant in the two periods. Figure 7 shows a scatterplot of the proportion of qualified
televisions assorted in October and September in all 310 stores. Stores selected for the subset are
blue, stores excluded are in grey.
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Figure 7. Scatterplot of Assortment in October and September with Selected Subset in Blue
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A within-subjects t-test comparing the proportion of qualified television sales in September,
when the video did not play, and October, when the video played, showed the proportion of
qualified television sales increased about 2.5% in October (when the video played) compared to
September (when it did not play). These findings are similar to the findings reported in MPER
#2, for which a different analytical approach was used. It is notable that when assortment is not
controlled for, the impact of the video appears larger (about 4%), but this is due to the increased
proportion of qualified televisions in stores’ assortments in the “video on” period (October).
The possible confounding effect of manufacturer or other promotions was tested for and ruled
out by calculating and comparing the proportion of qualified televisions by manufacturer for
each retailer. It was hypothesized that an increase in sales of a television from a particular
manufacturer would indicate that a manufacturer or other promotion had impacted sales and,
thus, present an alternative explanation for the increase of qualified television sales. However,
there were no meaningful differences in the proportion of qualified televisions sold by
manufacturer. Table 13. Proportion of Qualified Television Sales by Manufacturer and Month
for Each Retailer shows the proportion of qualified televisions sold in September and October
2012 for the top 11 manufacturers.
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Table 13. Proportion of Qualified Television Sales by Manufacturer and Month for Each Retailer
Manufacturer

Retailer A

Retailer B

Retailer C

Retailer D

Retailer E

Sep

Oct

Sep

Oct

Sep

Oct

Sep

Oct

Sep

Oct

AMTC

3%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

EMERSON

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

13%

15%

HISENSE

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

9%

8%

LG

3%

2%

0%

0%

3%

2%

11%

10%

7%

8%

MAGNAVOX

0%

0%

23%

23%

4%

1%

10%

8%

0%

0%

PANASONIC

6%

4%

0%

0%

6%

5%

1%

0%

0%

0%

PHILIPS

4%

3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

17%

16%

5%

4%

SAMSUNG

58%

52%

0%

1%

56%

53%

15%

15%

20%

16%

SANSUI

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

15%

12%

SANYO

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

2%

2%

SHARP

2%

2%

0%

0%

8%

8%

1%

1%

1%

1%

SHARP(AQUOS)

0%

0%

0%

0%

2%

1%

0%

0%

1%

0%

SONY

0%

3%

0%

0%

9%

8%

0%

0%

0%

0%

THTF

0%

0%

0%

0%

6%

9%

0%

0%

0%

0%

THTF, ONN

0%

0%

77%

76%

7%

12%

0%

0%

0%

0%

VIZIO

23%

29%

0%

0%

0%

0%

16%

16%

27%

34%

WESTINGHOUSE

0%

3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

30%

33%

0%

0%

B.2.

In-Depth Interviews

In-depth interviews focused on the Initiative’s marketing partnerships with retailers,
respondents’ views on trends in the television market and their implications for television energy
use, and opportunities for further efficiency program efforts in consumer electronics. In order to
gain diverse perspectives on these issues, the research team conducted in-depth interviews with
three groups of respondents, as summarized in Table 14. In-depth Interviews.
Table 14. In-depth Interviews
Completed
Interviews

Approximate Number
of Interviewees

Sustainability manager

3

7

ENERGY STAR

Program Manager

1

1

Efficiency program
implementers/evaluators

Expert Strategic Analyst

2

4

5

12

Interviewee Type

Typical Job Title

Participating retailers

Associate Director

Total
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Each interview lasted approximately half an hour. The research team integrated findings from indepth interviews into findings from other data collection activities.

B.3.

Retail Store Manager Survey

The sampling approach for the 31 telephone surveys with participating retails store managers
replicated the approach used for this task in the 2012 Market Progress Evaluation Report (MPER
#2). As in MPER #2, the sampling frame included the 59 stores selected for store visit data
collection task. The research team targeted department managers as the preferred survey
respondents and asked specifically to speak with managers in the television or electronics
departments. This approach differed from MPER #2, in which the researchers asked only to
speak with a store manager. Even with this targeted approach, the distribution of respondents by
position was similar in MPERs #3 and #2 (Table 15. Television Initiative MPER #3: Retail Store
Manager Survey Counts, MPER #2 and MPER #3). The most common respondent type for both
MPERs was “Electronics Department Manager.”
Table 15. Television Initiative MPER #3: Retail Store Manager Survey Counts, MPER #2 and MPER #3
MPER #3 (2013)

MPER #2 (2012)

Electronics department

18

17

Television department

4

1

Store

2

2

Other

7

10

31

30

Manager Type

Total

Screening ensured that respondents had sufficient tenure in their positions to provide relevant
responses, which included at least one year in their current position and at least three years in
electronics retailing. This screening eliminated four potential respondents, three of whom
reported being in their current position for less than one year and one who reported spending
fewer than three years in electronics retailing.
The resulting sample of managers had median time in their current position of 18 months
(compared to 15 months in MPER #2) and a median time in electronics retailing of seven years.

B.4.

Mystery Shopping

Research Into Action and our subcontractor, Pacific Market Research, conducted the 59
“mystery shopping” visits. To facilitate comparisons between MPER #3 and MPER #2, the
sample included 56 of the 59 stores visited in 2012. It was necessary to replace three stores
visited in 2012 with other participating stores: two stores (a Kmart and a Vann’s) had closed
since the 2012 visit and one store (a Sears) no longer carried televisions. Table 16. Distribution
of MPER #3 “Mystery Shopping” Store Visits by Metro Area, Retailer, and Research Firm
shows the distribution of store visits by metro area, retail chain, and who (Research Into Action
or Pacific Market Research) conducted the visit.
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Table 16. Distribution of MPER #3 “Mystery Shopping” Store Visits by Metro Area, Retailer, and Research
Firm
SeattleTacomaBellevue,
WA

PortlandVancouverBeaverton,
OR-WA

KennewickRichlandPasco,
WA

Missoula,
MT

Boise CityNampa,
ID

Pacific

RIA

Pacific

Pacific

RIA

Total

Best Buy

6

5

1

2

3

17

Wal-Mart

4

3

5

3

2

17

Costco

4

6

1

2

3

16

Retailer

Kmart

1

1
2

Sears

1

1

Target

1

1

Sam's Club

3

1

Fry's

1
1

1

Other
Total

1

15

15

9

10

1

1

10

59

B.4.1. Data Collection Process
The purpose of the mystery shops was to collect information about sales associates’ knowledge
and awareness of energy efficiency and the Initiative, and to make longitudinal comparisons of
sales associate behavior and knowledge with data collected in 2012 as part of MPER #2 and a
2009 baseline study. 19
Mystery shoppers had three tasks to complete during the in-store visits:


Conduct the mystery shop



Debrief the salesperson



Gather data about energy efficiency related point-of-purchase marketing materials.

All store visits followed the same methodology with one exception: each shopper was assigned
to request one of three television size categories. Size assignments by participating store were the
same in 2013 and 2012 (MPER #2).

19

Opinion Dynamics Corporation 2009.
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Mystery Shop
Once in the store, the researcher proceeded directly to the television or electronics department
and waited for a sales associate to approach. When approached by a sales associate, the
researcher asked for assistance finding a television in the assigned size category Researchers
were instructed to remain as general as possible when asking to see televisions, and were asked
not to request specific features, price ranges, or brands. Researchers prompted the sales associate
to show them additional models until they had been shown least three different models in the
assigned size category.
Researchers listened for mentions of energy efficiency or Energy Forward when being shown the
initial set of models. If the sales associate did not mention energy efficiency, the researcher
asked (prompted) the sales associate by asking whether energy efficiency was an important
feature to consider when making television purchase. If none of the televisions shown
unprompted were ENERGY STAR or Energy Forward qualified, the researcher then asked the
sales associate to identify at least one energy efficient television. Throughout the mystery shop,
researchers captured the sales associate’s responses as close to verbatim as possible.
Debrief
After addressing all points on the conversation from, the researcher thanked the sales associate
and identified themselves as a researcher working on behalf of the Initiative. Researchers then
asked a series of demographic questions about the sales associate’s work history, training, and
experience with the Initiative.
POP Observations
After concluding the debrief, researchers observed and documented in-store promotional
material.

B.5.

Ride-Alongs

Ride-alongs with two field staff included visits to a total of ten participating retail stores in
Portland and Eugene on October 1 and 2, 2013 . A member of the evaluation team accompanied
the field staff on all of the stores he or she visited on the day of the ride-along. The visited store
included all of the major chains participating in the Initiative except Sam’s Club.
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Table 17. Distribution of Ride-Along Visits By Major Chain and Location (October 1 and 2, 2013)
Retailer

Portland area visits

Eugene area visits

Total

Best Buy

1

1

2

Costco

1

0

1

Kmart

1

0

1

Sears

0

1

1

Target

2

1

3

Walmart

1

1

2

Total

6

4

10

B.6.

Literature Review

Table 18 lists the databases and other sources for the literature review, and a sampling of search
keywords.
Table 18. Literature Review Sources and Keywords
Source

Key Words for Video Impact

Energy efficiency industry publications and conference proceedings:

“Retail”

ACEEE

“Mid-stream”

AESP

“In-store video”

IEPEC

“In-store media”
“Impact”

Academic databases:

“In-store video”

Google Scholar

“In-store media”

Journal of Retailing

“Shopper marketing”
“Priming”
“Trade promotion”

General internet search:

“In-store video”

Google

“In-store media”
“Trade promotion”

B.6.1. Sources
The following is a complete list of sources included in the literature review.
The following is a complete list of sources included in the literature review.
Allenby, G. and J. Ginter. 1995. "The Effects of In-Store Displays and Feature Advertising on
Consideration Sets." International Journal of Research in Marketing: 67-80.
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C. Appendix C: Data Collection Instruments
In-Depth Interview Guide: Retailers

C.1.

Hi, my name is ______________, and I’m calling from Research Into Action. We’re working
with the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance to evaluate their Consumer Electronics Initiative.
[COMPANY] has cooperated with NEEA to promote energy efficient TVs as part of that
Initiative, and I’d like to hear your perspective on working with NEEA and promoting efficient
TVs. I’m also interested in your thoughts about ways NEEA can work with retailers going
forward to promote efficient electronics.
I anticipate we will need about half an hour. Is this a good time, or should we schedule time in
the next week or so?

2012 Marketing Campaign
Thanks for taking the time to talk. To start with, I’d like to hear about your experience working
with NEEA during the 2012 marketing campaign.
M1.

What specific metrics, if any, did you track to measure the campaign’s effectiveness?
a.

[If no metrics tracked:] What did you hope to gain from your cooperation with
NEEA during the 2012 marketing campaign?

M2.

[If not clear:] Did you have specific sales goals for the campaign?

M3.

[Ask for each metric identified above:] In terms of [METRIC], did the results of the
marketing campaign exceed your expectations, meet your expectations, or fall short?

M4.

[If M4 = “exceeded expectations” or “fell short”:] Why do you think that was?

M5.

Thinking about all your marketing partnerships – including those with manufacturers as
well as those with other efficiency programs – what worked better than usual in your
partnership with NEEA?

M6.

What did not work as well in your partnership with NEEA as it could have?

In-Store Video
Now, I’d like to talk a little bit about the promotional videos that play on your HDTV wall. In
our evaluation last year, we found that a video promoting NEEA’s Energy Forward designation
was associated with a 3% increase in sales of qualified TVs. We’d like to understand a little bit
more about how those types of videos impact sales.
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V1.

Do you track the impact of promotional videos that play on your HDTV wall?

V2.

[If V1 = “Yes”:] How much of an impact does a video on the HDTV wall typically have
on sales of the promoted product?

V3.

What other impacts do promotions on the HDTV wall have, beyond sales? [Fodder:
Customer brand awareness or sales associate knowledge]

V4.

Do you have a sense for how promotions on the HDTV wall influence sales? That is, do
the videos directly cause customers to change their minds about what they are going to
buy, or is there some more subtle influence on the buying decision?

V5.

What other marketing and communications activities are complementary to promotional
videos on the HDTV wall?

V6.

[Ask for each activity if not clear:] Is it most effective for that to happen before, during,
or after the period when the video will air?

TV Technology
Thanks, now I have a few general questions for you about what you see coming down the road in
terms of TV features and technologies.
T1.

What new features or improvements to existing features will be important in the TVs that
come to market in the next two to three years?

T2.

[If not addressed:] Are there any technologies or features that you expect to gain
significant market share?

T3.

Do you have a sense for how those changes will influence TV energy use?

Future Initiative Opportunities
Thanks, and before I let you go, I just have a few more questions about where you would like to
see NEEA’s Consumer Electronics Initiative go in the future.
F1.

F2.

NEEA is considering expanding the program beyond TVs. Which products do you think
they should target next?
a.

[For each product:] Why do you say that?

b.

Which of those products, if any, can be bundled and sold together?

Rather than offering an incentive for each qualified product sold, some efficiency
program administrators are considering a ‘market lift’ approach to consumer electronics.
They would offer incentives only on sales of qualified products above a pre-defined
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baseline. Do you see that approach as more or less effective in motivating people in your
organization to take action to increase your sales of efficient TVs?
a.

Why do you say that?

b.

Are there any other ways NEEA could structure their incentives that would be
more effective?

F3.

[If not addressed:] How does your business benefit from its partnership with NEEA and
other energy efficiency program administrators?

F4.

What potential benefits do you see in partnerships with energy efficiency program
administrators, beyond the benefits you currently experience?

F5.

What other opportunities do you see to work with organizations like NEEA to increase
the adoption of efficient consumer electronics products?

Thank you for your time. Is it alright if I follow-up with you if I have any additional questions?
Should we ask directly about whether retailers find different mid-stream program approaches
(specifically EMI’s CA lift model) attractive?
Should we explore how retailers decide which TV models to promote and the extent to which
manufacturers influence that decision?
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Retail Store Manager Survey

C.2.
Symbols

The interview guide uses the following symbols to convey a question’s response options. Below
we define each symbol:
o

Select one; respondents may select only one of the options indicated by this bullet
Select many; respondents may select more than one of the options indicated by
this bullet

_____ Short text entry
_______________________________ Long text entry
DK = Don’t know
Hi, my name is <Interviewer Name>. I’m calling on behalf of <Utility Name>, your local
electric utility company. We have been working together with <Company Name> on a program
to promote the most energy efficient TVs. I’d like to talk with you about your work. Do you have
a few minutes to answer some questions?
[INTERVIEWER: If “no,” set a date/time to call respondent back.]

Block 1: Respondent Information and EF Awareness
1.

2.

What is your title? [INTERVIEWER: Do not read, probe to code.]
o

Store Manager

o

Electronics Department Manager

o

TV Department Manager

o

Other [Specify] ______________________

How long have you been in your current position? [INTERVIEWER: TERMINATE IF
YEARS < 1]
_____Years
_____ Months

3.

And how long have you worked in electronics retailing? [INTERVIEWER:
TERMINATE IF YEARS < 3]
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_____Years
4.

Which energy efficiency programs, if any, are you aware of that promote the most energy
efficient TVs? [INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ. Record all programs mentioned.]
ENERGY STAR
Energy Guide
Energy Forward
Other efficiency program [specify] _______________________
Not aware of any programs
DK

5.

[Ask If “Energy Forward” NOT selected in Q40] The Energy Forward program
promotes the most energy efficient TVs. The logo is an orange square with two white
arrows in it. Have you seen the Energy Forward program logo on TVs in your store?
o

Yes

o

No  SKIP to BLOCK 3

Block 2: Energy Forward
6.

How have you learned about the Energy Forward program? [INTERVIEWER: Do not
read, probe to code.]
Detailers
POP – TV/shelf labels
POP – in-store video
Corporate communication [Specify] ______________________
Vendor representative
Other [Specify] _______________________
DK

7.

How does your store track which TVs are Energy Forward – meaning those that have
been designated by the program as the most efficient TVs available? [INTERVIEWER:
Do not read]
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8.

o

[Specify] _______________________

o

Store does not track qualified TVs  SKIP to Q10

o

DK  SKIP to Q10

Whom at the store tracks which TVs are Energy Forward qualified? [INTERVIEWER:
Read only if respondent begins to supply a name: “I don’t need anyone’s name
here; I’m just looking for the person’s role or title”]. [INTERVIEWER: Do not read]
Respondent
Other [Specify] _______________________
No one tracks qualified TVs  SKIP to Q10
DK  SKIP to Q10

9.

Tell me about the things you do to track which TVs are Energy Forward qualified.
____________________________

10.

What guidance, if any, do you get from corporate regarding the Energy Forward
program? [INTERVIEWER: Do not read]

11.

12.

o

[Specify] _______________________

o

Corporate does not provide direction  SKIP to Q12

o

DK  SKIP to Q12

Who at corporate gives you guidance about Energy Forward? Here I’m interested in the
person’s role or title, I don’t need their name. [INTERVIEWER: Probe for contact’s role
and title, name not necessary.]
o

[Specify] _______________________

o

DK

Is there anything your store does to promote Energy Forward TVs that you do not do for
other TVs? [INTERVIEWER: Do not read, probe to code.]
Display POP – TV labels/shelf tags
Show Energy Forward video on in-store TVs
Advertisements [Specify] ________________________
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Price discounts [Specify] ________________________
Sales associate rewards/bonuses [Specify] ________________________
Provide sales associate training [Specify] ________________________
Sales associates promote Energy Forward TVs to customers [Specify]
________________________
No different promotional activities
DK
Other [Specify] ________________________
13.

[Ask if “Display POP” is selected in Q12 OR “POP – TV/shelf labels” is selected in
Q6, OTEHRWISE SKIP TO Q18] How, if at all, does the POP displayed at your store
help you sell Energy Forward TVs? [INTERVIEWER: Do not read, code as
applicable.]____________________________

14.

How has the POP displayed at your store impacted sales of Energy Forward TVs?
[INTERVIEWER: Do not read, probe to code.]
o

Increased sales

o

Decreased sales

o

No impact on sales

o

DK

15.

[Ask If Q14 = “Increased sales”] Why do you think the Energy Forward POP has
increased TV sales?____________________________

16.

[Ask If Q14 = “Decreased sales”] Why do you think the Energy Forward POP has
decreased TV sales?____________________________

17.

[Ask If Q14 = “No impact on sales”] Why do you think the Energy Forward POP has
not impacted TV sales?____________________________

18.

[Ask If “Show in-store video” NOT selected in Q12]: Did a video promoting Energy
Forward play on display TVs at your store during the past year? [INTERVIEWER: Do
not read, probe to code.]
o

Yes

o

No  SKIP to Q23
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o
19.

DK  SKIP to Q23

[Ask If “Show in-store video” selected in Q12 OR “Yes” selected in Q18]: How has
the video playing at your store impacted sales of Energy Forward TVs?
[INTERVIEWER: Do not read, probe to code.]
o

Increased sales

o

Decreased sales

o

No impact on sales

o

DK

20.

[Ask If Q19 = “Increased sales”] Why do you think the Energy Forward video has
increased TV sales?____________________________

21.

[Ask If Q19 = “Decreased sales”] Why do you think the Energy Forward video has
decreased TV sales?

22.

[Ask If Q19 = “No impact on sales”] Why do you think the Energy Forward video has
not impacted TV sales?____________________________

23.

Do you have sales targets for Energy Forward TVs at this store? [INTERVIEWER: Do
not read, probe to code.]
o

Yes

o

No  SKIP to Q29

o

DK  SKIP to Q29

24.

Please describe the sales targets you have for Energy Forward TVs.
____________________________

25.

What is your assessment of the ease or difficulty in meeting these sales targets at your
store? Would you say it’s very easy, somewhat easy, neither easy nor difficult, somewhat
difficult, or very difficult.
o

Very easy

o

Somewhat easy

o

Neither easy nor difficult

o

Somewhat difficult
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o

Very difficult

o

DK

26.

Who sets these sales targets? Here again I’m interested in the person’s role and title, I
don’t need their name. ____________________________

27.

What type(s) of incentive, if any, does your store receive for meeting these sales targets
for Energy Forward TVs?
[INTERVIEWER: Do not read, probe to code.]
Sales associate bonus
Recognition from corporate (non-monetary)
[Specify] ____________________________
No incentives for meeting sales targets
DK

28.

How do your sales targets for Energy Forward TVs compare to sales targets you have for
other TVs?____________________________

29.

Over the last year, how many times would you say you’ve spoken with the Energy
Forward detailers when they’ve visited your store? The detailers are the people who
come to your store to place point-of-purchase material on qualified TVs, like the orange
Energy Forward labels.[INTERVIEWER: Do not read, probe to code.]
o

1

o

2

o

3

o

4

o

5

o

6

o

7

o

8

o

9

o

10
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o

11

o

12

o

Other [Specify] ____________________________

o

Have interacted but cannot specify a number

o

Never interacted with an Energy Forward detailer  SKIP to Q33

o

DK

30.

Please tell me about the interactions you have had with the detailer. [INTERVIEWER:
Probe for topics discussed, actions taken] ____________________________

31.

What information did you receive from the detailer? [INTERVIEWER: Do not read,
probe to code.]
Identify qualified TVs
Identify Energy Forward promotional materials (TV stickers, shelf tags,
other)/logo
Define program/efficiency standards
Other [Specify] ____________________________
No information/training received
DK

32.

What could the detailers do to help you sell more Energy Forward TVs?
[INTERVIEWER: Do not read, probe to code.]
Hard copy brochures
Other marketing material [Specify] ____________________________
Define program/efficiency standards
Training [Specify] ____________________________
Other [Specify] ____________________________
Nothing
DK
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33.

Thinking about your sales associates, what, if anything, have you discussed with your
sales associates regarding the Energy Forward program and TV
models?____________________________

34.

How often do you encourage your sales associates to mention Energy Forward
specifically, when they are talking to customers? [INTERVIEWER: READ options]
o

Daily

o

Weekly

o

Monthly

o

Yearly

o

Never

o

Other [Specify] ____________________________

o

DK  SKIP to Q36

35.

Why is that?____________________________

36.

How often do customers ask sales associates specifically about the Energy Forward
program? This could be a question about the TV or shelf tags with the orange logo, or if
the customer comes in requesting to see the TVs that are Energy Forward?
[INTERVIEWER: READ options]

37.

o

Daily

o

Weekly

o

Monthly

o

Yearly

o

Never

o

Other [Specify] ____________________________

o

DK

What is your best estimate of how often sales associates mention Energy Forward when
talking to customers who are shopping for TVs? Would you say that sales associates
discuss Energy Forward with . . .
o

Every customer
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o

Only customers who inquire about energy efficiency

o

No customers – sales associates never discuss Energy Forward

o

Other [Specify] ____________________________

o

DK

38.

What do you consider the advantages of the Energy Forward program?
____________________________

39.

How do you think the Energy Forward program could be improved?
____________________________

Block 3: Energy Efficiency Attitude and Knowledge
Now I have a few general questions about energy efficiency in consumer electronics.
40.

41.

Over the last three years, has your sales associates’ knowledge of energy efficiency in
consumer electronics increased, decreased, or stayed about the same?
o

Increased

o

Decreased

o

Stayed about the same

o

DK

[Ask If Q40 = “Increased”] What factors have led to this change? [INTERVIEWER: Do
not read, probe to code. Capture all verbatim.]
Increased awareness among customers [Specify] _________________________
Increased demand from customers [Specify] _________________________
Training – from corporate [Specify] _________________________
Training – from manufacturer [Specify] _________________________
Training – from ENERGY STAR [Specify] _________________________
Training – from Energy Forward [Specify] _________________________
Efficiency knowledge is useful as a selling point [Specify]
_________________________
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TV technology changes [Specify] _________________________
Energy Guide labels [Specify] _________________________
ENERGY STAR labels [Specify] _________________________
Energy Forward POP [Specify] _________________________
Other [Specify] _________________________
DK
42.

43.

Thinking about <Corporation Name> as a company, over the last three years, has the
energy efficiency of consumer electronics become more important, less important, or
stayed about the same?
o

More important

o

Less important

o

Stayed about the same

o

DK

[Ask If “More important” selected in Q42]. What factors have led to this change?
[INTERVIEWER: Do not read, probe to code. Capture all verbatim.]
Increased awareness among customers [Specify] _________________________
Increased demand from customers [Specify] _________________________
Training – from manufacturer [Specify] _________________________
Training – from ENERGY STAR [Specify] _________________________
Training – from Energy Forward [Specify] _________________________
Efficiency knowledge is useful as a selling point [Specify]
_________________________
TV technology changes [Specify] _________________________
Energy Guide [Specify] _________________________
ENERGY STAR [Specify] _________________________
Energy Forward [Specify] _________________________
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Other [Specify] _________________________
DK

Block 4: TV Production Cycle and Training
Finally, I have just a few general questions about TVs and training at your store.
44.

In what months does your store receive the majority of its new TV models?
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
DK

45.

How do your sales associates receive training on electronics products? [INTERVIEWER:
Read. Probe for details for all responses. Prompt for “other” responses.]
Onsite - with an in-person trainer [Specify] _________________________
Offsite [Specify] _________________________
Online [Specify] _________________________
Other [Specify] _________________________
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No training received by sales associates on electronics products  SKIP to
BLOCK 5
DK
[PROGRAMMER: Program Q46, Q47, Q48, Q49 to display for each response selected in Q45]
46.

47.

For <training type>, how often do sales associates participate in trainings like these?
[INTERVIEWER: READ options]
o

Daily

o

Weekly

o

Monthly

o

Yearly

o

Never

o

Other [Specify] ____________________________

o

DK

For <training type>, who typically develops the training material(s)? [INTERVIEWER:
Do not read, probe to code. Probe for details for all responses.]
Our company [Specify] _________________________
Product manufacturers [Specify] _________________________
ENERGY STAR [Specify] _________________________
Other [Specify] _________________________
DK

48.

For <training type>, what topics do the trainings typically cover? [INTERVIEWER: Do
not read, probe to code. Probe for details for all responses.]
Product features or specifications [Specify] _________________________
Introduction to new products [Specify] _________________________
Energy efficiency [Specify] _________________________
Other [Specify] _________________________
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DK
49.

For <training type>, what type(s) of incentives, if any, do sales associates receive for
participating in trainings like these? [INTERVIEWER: Probe for who provides the
incentives.]
o

[Specify] _________________________

o

No incentives received by sales associates

o

DK

Block 5: Product Extension
Now I have a few questions to help us understand where to take the Energy Forward program in
the near future.
The Energy Forward program is considering adding some additional product categories beyond
just TVs – this means that other energy efficient products in your store would be labeled with the
orange “Most Efficient” stickers and your company would be paid an incentive for selling them.
50.

Thinking about the products in your store, which products would you advise Energy
Forward to target next? [INTERVIEWER: Do not read, probe to code. Probe for “why”
for all responses.]
DVD/Blue Ray Players [Why] _________________________
Home-Theater-in-a-Box [Why] _________________________
Stereo/Compact Audio [Why] _________________________
Desktop PCs [Why] _________________________
Modems/Routers [Why] _________________________
Battery chargers [Why] _________________________
MP3/Ipod Stereo Docks [Why] _________________________
Air cleaners [Why] _________________________
Room ACs [Why] _________________________
Freezers [Why] _________________________
Refrigerators [Why] _________________________
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Other [Why] _________________________
o
51.

DK  SKIP to Q52

Which products, if any, do you think can be bundled and sold together?
____________________________
o

DK  SKIP to Q52

52.

If more product categories in your store carried the Energy Forward label, how would
that impact your work? ____________________________

53.

And how would it impact the work of your sales
associates?____________________________

54.

[Ask If “No” is selected in Q5] What could the Energy Forward program do to help your
sales associates sell more Energy Forward products? [INTERVIEWER: Do not read,
probe to code. Probe for all responses.]
Sales associate training [Specify] _________________________
In-store marketing [Specify] _________________________
Other marketing [Specify] _________________________
Other [Specify] _________________________
Nothing
DK

Block 6: Wrap-Up
55.

56.

Would it be okay if I emailed you if we have any additional follow-up questions?
o

Yes [Email] _________________________

o

No

That’s all the questions I have, is there anything else that you want to add that I haven’t
covered? ____________________________
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C.3.

“Mystery Shopping” Conversation Form

Introduction
Hi, I’m looking for a [size] TV and I need some suggestions. Are you the right person to ask a
few questions?
So which TVs do you recommend in that size?
[IF Asked About Price Range:] Not too expensive, but I do want something that’s a good value
for the price and is good quality.
[IF Asked About Features:] I’m not looking for any particular features, just a standard TV.
[IF Asked About Display Type:] The display type doesn’t really matter to me, whatever you
recommend.
WHILE the salesperson is showing you TVs, use a blank piece of paper to keep track of 1)
which TVs you’re shown, so you can collect more info after the conversation, 2) the benefits
the sales person mentions about the TV, and 3) whether the sales person mentions energy
efficiency as a feature of that TV unprompted.
[IF Salesperson Does Not Explain The Benefits Of The TV, Ask:]
Q:

What makes this a good TV?

Q:

What features do you think are most important when picking out a new TV?

AFTER being shown at least 3 TVs
[IF Energy Efficiency WAS Mentioned By Salesperson:]
Q:

You mentioned energy use – is that something I should consider when buying a TV?
Why/why not?

[IF Energy Efficiency WAS NOT Mentioned By Salesperson:]
Q:

What about electricity use, should electricity use be a consideration when buying a TV?
Why/why not?

ASK of ALL
Q:

I’ve heard about ENERGY STAR, but what does ENERGY STAR mean? What is it
exactly?

Q:

Which of the models you showed me were ENERGY STAR?
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Q:

What about that orange sticker – Energy Forward? What does that mean? What is it
exactly?

Q:

Which of the models you showed me were Energy Forward?

[IF None Of The TVs Shown Unprompted Were ENERGY STAR/Energy Forward:]
Q:

Could you show me some TVs that are ENERGY STAR or Energy Forward?

ASK of ALL
Q:

How are these ENERGY STAR and Energy Forward TVs different from regular TVs?
[Probe for performance and cost; more/less/same as standard TV]

BEFORE the walk away, stop them and DEBRIEF
Thank the salesperson for talking with you.
Inform them that the actual reason for your visit to their store was to collect information about
the ENERGY FORWARD program, which their store is participating in, and which is funded by
their local electric utilities. Provide your business card.
Assure the sales associate that you were not evaluating their personal performance, and that none
of the information you’re collecting will be provided to their manager.
ASK their permission to ask a few quick questions about them – anonymous and confidential
Q:

What is your position?

Q:

Do you work specifically with TVs, or all over the store?

Q:

How many years/months have you been working at this company (not necessarily this
store)?

Q:

How many years/months have you been working with electronics? If more than 5 years,
has there been a change in customer’s interest in energy efficient TVs?

Q:

Have you had any customers ask specifically about or for Energy Forward TVs? If yes,
what did they ask about? Has there been an increase in requests for Energy Forward
TVs?

Q:

Have you received any special training information about the energy efficiency at this
store? If yes, tell me about it. Did you receive any specific training regarding Energy
Forward?
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Q:

Have you had any interaction with the person (detailer) who put the ENERGY
FORWARD promotional material up in this store? If yes, what kind of interaction did you
have?

Q:

Have you seen a video advertising Energy Forward at your store? If yes, do you think it
has increased customer interest in the program?
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C.4.

Ride-Along Observation Guide

Format of Ride-Along Observation Guide
The ride-along observation guide includes four sections and combines data gathered from
observation of the field services staff member during store visits with direct questions the
Research Into Action project team member will pose to the field service staff member. Table 19
summarizes the sections of the guide.
Table 19. Format of Ride-Along Observation Guide
Section of Guide

Source of Data

Frequency of Completion

Observation: Interaction with Retail
Staff

Observation of store visit

Per-visit

Observation: Placement of POP

Observation of store visit

Per-visit

Detailer Questions: After Each Visit

Field Services staff member
responses to questions

Per-visit

Detailer Questions: During the
Course of the Day

Field service staff member responses
to questions

Once per field services staff member

Note: In order to minimize the impact of the project team member’s presence on the interactions
he or she observes, project team members will not address questions to the field services staff
member or store staff while in the store being visited. The project team member will direct
questions directly to the field services staff member after each visit and throughout the day,
between store visits.

Abbreviations
The ride-along observation guide uses the following observations:


EF: Energy Forward



FS: Field services



POP: Point of purchase materials
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Detailer Visit Ride-Along Observation Guide
Date:__________

Arrival Time:___________

Departure Time:_________________

Store Name:_____________________

Store Address:_________________________________________________________

Observation: Interaction with Retailer Staff
Observer will carry multiple copies of this table and complete this section for each interaction between FS staff and store staff.
OI1

Staff Member Name

OI2

Staff Member Title

OI3

Time interaction began

OI4

What did FS staff do to educate store staff about EF?

OI5

Did store staff demonstrate prior knowledge of EF? How?

OI6

What questions did store staff ask FS staff about EF?

OI7

How did FS staff respond to store staff questions?

OI8

What else was discussed?

OI9

Did store staff demonstrate familiarity with FS staff? How?

OI10

Did store staff demonstrate resistance to FS activities? How?

OI11

Other comments on interaction

OI12

Time interaction ended
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Observation: Placement of POP
OP1. Time FS staff began verifying/placing POP:
OP2. Number of TVs missing POP:
OP3. Number of TVs with incorrect POP:
OP4. Challenges encountered in placing/verifying POP:
OP5. Time FS staff finished verifying/placing POP:

Field Services Staff Questions: After Each Visit
AV1. How, if at all, was your experience in that store different from a typical detailing visit?
AV2. How many times have you been to that store this year?
a.

Had you interacted with those staff members before?

AV3. How does that store compare to others in the same chain?
AV4. On a previous visit, had you placed POP on the TVs that you found missing POP during
your visit today?
a.

[If no:] Why not?

b.

[If yes:] Why do you think the POP was removed?

c.

[If incorrect POP encountered:] How do you think the POP ended up on the
wrong TVs?

AV5. How does this store compare to others in terms of the amount of POP material you have
to add or replace at each visit?
a.

Why do you think that is?

AV6. What changes did you notice in the TV department since your last visit?
a.

Probe: How did the TV assortment change?

b.

Probe: How did TV promotion change?

AV7. How has the TV department changed since you first started visiting that store?
a.

Probe: How has the TV assortment changed?
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b.

Probe: How has TV promotion changed?

Field Services Staff Questions: During the Course of the Day
CD1. How long have you worked as a detailer?
CD2. How long have you been placing Energy Forward POP?
CD3. How, if at all, has your experience placing Energy Forward POP changed over that time?
CD4. Since you began working on this program, have you noticed any change in the energy
efficiency knowledge of the managers and sales associates you interact with?
a.

[If yes:] How has their knowledge changed?

b.

Why do you say that – can you give me any examples?

CD5. What about retail staff members’ attitudes toward efficiency, have you noticed any
change in attitudes? Again, please give me examples.
CD6. Do you get the sense from your interaction with store staff that they use the information
you give them about Energy Forward?
a.

What gives you that impression?

CD7. How frequently do store staff ask questions about Energy Forward?
a.

What are their most common questions?

b.

What questions have come up that were difficult for you to answer?

CD8. If you could change one thing that would make your job easier, what would it be?
a.

What prevents that change from happening?

CD9. Other than the kinds of POP you place and the information you deliver to sales
associates, what do you see as the most effective ways to promote one type of TVs over
others?
a.

Do you think those are methods NEEA could use to promote efficient TVs? Why
or why not?

b.

What other opportunities do you see for NEEA to work with retailers to promote
energy efficient TVs?
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D. Appendix D: Additional Findings
D.1.

Field Staff Data

This section describes findings from our analysis of store visit data reported by Fluid store
detailers. During 2012, Fluid, one of the Initiative implementers, conducted regular visits to
participating retailers. Store visits lasted approximately one hour and the detailer’s primary task
was to ensure that point-of-purchase (POP) materials were correctly applied to qualified
televisions.

D.1.1. Definitions
In this section, we refer to electronics stores as having three types of ownership:


Major chain: a corporation that operates five or more participating stores. The major
chains are Best Buy, Costco, Kmart, Sam’s Club, Sears, Target, and Wal-Mart.



Minor chain: a corporation that operates two to four participating stores. Vann’s is an
example of a minor chain.



Non-chain: a participating store that is independently operated.

D.1.2. Key Findings
Year-Over-Year Comparisons
Major chain stores continued to display more televisions than minor/non-chains
combined20, but, on average, all television departments shrank in 2012. In 2012, major chain
stores displayed an average of 53 televisions, compared to a combined average for minor and
non-chain stores of 37 televisions. Stores of all types reduced the average number of televisions
on display from 2011 to 2012 by about five televisions, with major chains showing greater
reductions.
Retailers displayed fewer qualified televisions in 2012. The number and proportion of
qualified televisions on display shrank in 2012. Major chains drove the change, while minor and
non-chain stores maintained a similar proportion of qualified televisions on display between
2011 and 2012.

20

There are 16 non-chain and 14 minor chain stores that we matched across 2011 and 2012 data. The small
number of stores restricts our ability to perform certain statistical analyses unless we combine them together for
a total of 30 minor/non-chain stores.
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In 2012, detailers’ visits were nearly equally distributed among store types, compared to
2011, when major chain stores received more visits than other store types. In 2012, major
chain stores received an average of 9.7 visits, minor and non-chain stores received an average of
8.4 and 9.2 visits, respectively. In 2011, detailers made about twice as many visits to major chain
stores (average of 6.4 visits) than minor and non-chain stores (average of 3.7 and 3.0 visits
respectively).
Detailers made approximately 40% more store visits in 2012 than in 2011. In 2012 detailers
made a total of 4,218 store visits, compared to 2,646 visits in 2011.
The error rate for POP placement declined in 2012. Detailers reported finding fewer missing
POP materials per visit in 2012, compared to 2011. In 2011 detailers consistently reported
adding labels to almost all qualified televisions at every store visit. In contrast, in 2012 detailers
reported adding labels to less than two-thirds of qualified televisions at every store visit (Figure
8).
Figure 8. Median POP Placement Error Rates (proportion of POPs added each visit) across Detailer Visits in
2011 and in 2012
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Television Department Characteristics
Television departments differed in several ways depending on whether the store is a major,
minor or non-chain. Major chains had a larger proportion of qualified televisions on display
(21%) than minor and non-chains (18% and 14%). Major and minor chains had larger television
departments than non-chain stores. Major and minor chains also had more qualified televisions
on display than non-chain stores.
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All major chain retailers maintained similar-sized television department from 2011 to 2012,
except Best Buy. Best Buy stores with larger television departments shrank in 2012 (Figure 9) 21,
while television department sizes for other major chains remained constant. Best Buy television
departments shrank by an average of 19 televisions per store. Other major chain stores shrank by
an average of three televisions per store.
Figure 9. Average Number of Televisions on Display by Retailer in 2011 and 2012

Qualified Televisions
Major chains reduced the proportion of qualified televisions on display while minor/nonchains increased the proportion of qualified televisions on display. In 2012, major chains
decreased the proportion of qualified televisions on display by an average of 6% while
minor/non-chain stores increased the proportion of qualified televisions by an average of 4%.
This difference was driven largely by minor/non-chain stores that had displayed a small
proportion of qualified televisions in 201122. Seventy-one percent of minor/non-chain stores
increased the proportion of qualified televisions on display in 2012. In contrast, only 40% of
major chains with low proportions of qualified televisions on display in 2011 increased the
proportion of qualified televisions on display in 201223 (Figure 10).24

21

Shows a majority of Best Buy stores below the grey diagonal line – indicating most Best Buy stores with large
TV departments in 2011 shrank their TV departments in 2012.

22

Stores with fewer than 20% qualified TVs in 2011 (28 of 35 minor/non-chains fall into this category)

23

z-test for proportions (71% versus 40%, z=2.85, p=.002)
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Figure 10. Average Proportion of Qualified Televisions on Display by Store Type in 2011 and 2012

All major chains, except Costco, decreased their proportion of qualified televsions on
display in 2012. On average, Kmart stores showed a 12% drop in qualified televisions on
display, while Costco increased the proportion of qualified televisions on display by an average
of 2%. Almost two-thirds of Costco stores increased the proportion of qualified televisions on
display in 2012, while at least 70% of Best Buy, Kmart and Wal-Mart stores decreased the
proportion of qualified televisions on display Table 20.
Table 20. Number of Major Chain Stores that Increased and Decreased the Proportion of Qualified
Televisions on Display in 2012
Stores that Decreased Proportion of
Qualified TVs in 2012

Stores that Increased Proportion of
Qualified TVs in 2012

Count

Percent

Count

Percent

Best Buy (n=40)

28

70%

12

30%

Costco (n=50)

18

36%

32

64%

Kmart (n=46)

41

89%

5

11%

Sears (n=85)

49

58%

36

42%

Wal-Mart (n=106)

96

91%

10

9%

Total (n=327)

232

71%

95

29%

24

Figure 3 shows a large number of Minor/Non-chain stores in the light blue band above the grey diagonal line.
This change indicates that many minor/non-chain stores with small proportions of qualified TVs on display in
2011 increased the proportion of qualified TVs on display in 2012.
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The proportion of qualified televisions on display in 2012 increased throughout the year
and matched the rate increase in 2011. The rate of increase was similar for both qualified
televisions on display in 2011 and 2012, but the proportion of qualified televisions in 2012 was
about 5% lower than in 2011 (Figure 11).
Figure 11. Proportion of Qualified Televisions on Display in 2011 and 2012 by Visit Order
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Detailer Visits
Detailer visits started in March and continued at a consistent rate until August, when the
rate of visits increased. The increase in detailer visits coincided with NEEA’s promotion of the
2012 “Are you fan enough” campaign. During the campaign, detailers visited Sears and Best
Buy stores weekly.
Among the seven major chains, Sears’ stores had the highest average visit rate at 10.9 visits
per year. The higher visit rate for Sears’ stores may be due to the “Are you fan enough”
marketing campaign.

D.2.

Television Sales Data

This section describes findings from an analysis of television sales data provided by Energy
Solutions, the Initiative contractor responsible for data management. The sales data varied by
retailer and typically included, for each television sold: model characteristics, date of sale, and
place of sale. The data covered television sales from January 2010 through August 2013.
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Qualified Television Sales
The proportion of qualified televisions sold in 2013 increased to 80%.
100%
The proportion of qualified
televisions sold declined from
82%
2010 to 2012, but increased in
Percent
of TVs Sold
2013 to 80%. The proportion
of qualified televisions sales in
Non-Qualified
2013 was similar to the highest
Qualified
proportions attained by the
Initiative in 2010. The
perpetuation of the 2012
specification into 2013
accounts for the increase in the
proportion of qualified
0%
2010
televisions. By March 2013
retailers’ assortments contained about 75% qualified models.

80%

58%

47%

2011

2012

2013*

Most televisions sold in 2013 were in the Initiative specification’s top tier.
From 2010 to 2012 the
proportion of top-tier
television sales remained
constant between 19% and
25%, but increased to 61%
in 2013. Additionally, the
proportion of second-tier
televisions sold from 2010
to 2012 decreased while
the proportion of nonqualified televisions
increased.
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Differences by Retailer
Costco sold the largest proportion of qualified televisions in 2012.
A total of 323,124 qualified televisions were
sold in 2012. Costco sold the largest
proportion (143,696 or 44% of all qualified
televisions sold). Best Buy and Walmart each
sold over 67,000 qualified televisions in
2012 (21% each of the total). The remaining
participating retailers, including Fry’s, Sears,
Target, Vann’s, Nationwide, and Kmart, sold
14% of qualified televisions combined.

Others
14%

Costco
44%

Best Buy
21%

Walmart
21%

Costco dominated sales of qualified televisions from 2010 to 2013.
Costco sold the largest proportion of both top-tier and second-tier televisions from 2010 to 2013.
Walmart sold a similar proportion of second-tier televisions as Costco (39%), but fewer top-tier
televisions (25%). Conversely, Best Buy sold a larger proportion of top-tier televisions but a
smaller proportion of second-tier televisions.
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There was a positive relationship between the proportion of qualified televisions on display
and the proportion of qualified televisions sold.
The close clustering of same-retailer stores suggests a high level of execution by each store.
Store clusters are less pronounced in 2013 due to the higher overall proportion of qualified
televisions sold across all retailers. The positive, linear relationship between the proportion of
qualified televisions on display and the proportion of qualified televisions sold shows a positive
relationship between assortment and sales, such that an increase in the proportion of qualified
televisions on display leads to an increase in the proportion of qualified televisions sold.

2010
Proportion
of
Qualified
TVs
on Display

2011
Proportion
of
Qualified
TVs
on Display

2012
Proportion
of
Qualified
TVs
on Display

2013
Proportion
of
Qualified
TVs
on Display
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Energy Use of Televisions Sold
The proportion of televisions with automatic brightness control remained constant at about
60%, but the proportion with these controls enabled by default has dropped since 2010.
99%

100%

About 60% of
televisions sold in
2012 had auto
brightness control
(ABC). From 2010 to
2012 the percent of
televisions sold with
ABC enabled by
default declined from
99% in 2010 to 62%
in 2012.

70%
81%

Percent of
TVs with
ABC Enabled

64%

62%

0%

Percent of
TVs with
ABC Available

0%
2010

2011
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2013*

Average on mode power for qualified televisions remained constant from 2012 to 2013,
while average non-qualified television on mode power increased slightly in 2013.
In 2012, qualified television models were rated at an average of 45 watts while non-qualified
models averaged 69 watts. Initial data from 2013 showed that while qualified television models
drew the same amount as in 2012, non-qualified models drew more (77 watts). The annual watt
difference between qualified and non-qualified models increased in 2013 to levels higher than in
2011.
150
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49

Average
On Mode Power
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34
27
23
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Avg. Difference
in On Mode
Power
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25

76
61
45
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0

0
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On-mode power in watts decreased across all television screen sizes from 2010 to 2013.
Almost all televisions sold in 2013 used 100 watts or less while on.
The range of on mode power in 2013 was at its smallest since the Initiative began. Across all
television sizes, on mode power use for all televisions sold in 2013 shrank. The difference
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between the 90th percentile and the 10th percentile shrank from a high in 2010 of 131 watts to low
of 58 watts. This difference excludes television models with extremely high and low on mode
power. Until the Energy Star 6.0 specifications, Energy Star specifications limited on-mode
power to 108 watts irrespective of screen size. This limit was evident in 2013 models, with the
majority of models sold in 2013 capped at around 108 watts.

Irrespective of screen size, on-mode power use continued to decrease in 2013, however the rate
of decrease slowed year-over-year as LED backlit televisions become the norm.
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Qualified televisions used less energy while in sleep mode, but the difference between
qualified and non-qualified televisions was smaller in 2013.
Non-qualified televisions
0.4
0.38
continued to use more energy
Average
while in sleep mode, however
Sleep Mode
Power (Watts)
since 2011, sleep-mode
energy use for non-qualified
0.28
Non-Qualified
models has declined to a low
Qualified
0.2
0.23
of .28 watts in 2013.
Qualified televisions in 2012
drew the lowest average
amount of energy while in
sleep mode (.23 watts). The
0.0
decline in sleep mode energy
2010
2011
2012
use for qualified televisions
plateaued in 2013, with qualified televisions drawing a slightly larger amount of energy on
average while in sleep mode than in 2012.

0.25

2013*

There was no relationship between television screen size and sleep mode energy use.
Unlike the positive relationship between screen size and on-mode power, sleep mode power use
was not related to screen size.
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The proportion of top-tier sales in 2013 is equivalently high across all retailers, whereas previous years Costco had higher
proportions of top-tier sales and different regions had higher proportions than others.
Top-tier televisions dominated sales in 2013 when compared to previous years. While sales of top-tier televisions varied by
geography and retailer between 2010 and 2012, in 2013 all retailers and regions sold top-tier televisions at an equally high rate of
over 50%.
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D.3.

Retail Store Manager Survey

This section describes findings from telephone surveys with 31 managers at participating
retailers. The interviews were conducted with managers at participating electronics retail stores
that were visited by the research team for the store visit or “mystery shopping” data collection
task.

D.3.1. Key Findings
Detailers continued to be the primary source of program information, and managers requested
more information and training. Over half of managers (17 of 31) reported being aware of Energy
Forward, unchanged over MPER #2 (18 of 30). Also unchanged was the approximately twothirds of managers who were aware of Energy Forward (12 of 17) who reported learning about
program through interactions with detailers. Managers specifically requested more sales
associate training and additional marketing or informational materials.
As in MPER #2, Wilson-Bates stands out from all other retailers in its use of the Initiative to sell
qualified televisions. Wilson-Bates is a furniture, appliance, and electronics chain with five
stores in southern Idaho and two stores in Nevada. A manager at Wilson-Bates reported the store
is continuing to pass along incentives provided by NEEA to customers who purchase qualified
televisions. Additionally, the retailer uses the Energy Forward program branding in their weekly
store advertisements.
Few managers reported seeing the Energy Forward video and even fewer said that it increased
sales of qualified televisions. Few managers (6 of 17) reported seeing the Energy Forward video
playing at their store. Among those managers that reported seeing the Energy Forward video,
two reported that it had increased sales of qualified products.
Managers reported that Energy Forward’s greatest advantage was that sales associates could use
it as a selling point when interacting with customers. When asked what the advantages of the
Energy Forward program were, managers most commonly mentioned its usefulness as a sales
tool (7 of 17). Additionally, managers reported that including more product categories under the
Energy Forward brand would provide additional selling points for those products.
Online training is the primary way sales associates receive training on electronics products.
Twenty-eight of 31 managers reported their sales associates received online training for
electronics products. Only one store manager (at Kmart) reported not providing any training on
electronics products to sales associates.
Appliances and desktop PCs have the most potential for extension of the Energy Forward brand.
According to managers, the products that have the most potential for Energy Forward labeling
are appliances (17 mentions) and desktop PCs (13 mentions). Mangers reported that including
Energy Forward labeling on additional products would have minimal impact on both their and
their sales associates’ work.
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D.3.2. Awareness and Promotion of Energy Forward
Managers are more aware of Energy Guide and ENERGY STAR than Energy Forward. When
asked what energy efficiency programs promote the most energy efficient televisions, Energy
Guide was most commonly mentioned by managers (17 mentions) followed by ENERGY STAR
(11 mentions; Table 21. Energy Efficiency Programs Mentioned ). Approximately one quarter of
managers (8 of 31) mentioned Energy Forward unprompted.
Table 21. Energy Efficiency Programs Mentioned
Program

Count

Energy Guide

17

ENERGY STAR

11

Energy Forward

8

Utility sponsored promotion (unspecific)

3

Other efficiency program

1

Not aware of any programs

3

Don't know

1

Awareness of Energy Forward has not significantly changed since MPER #2, with detailers
being the primary source of information. Once prompted, over half of managers (17 of 31)
reported being aware of Energy Forward (compared to 60% or 18 of 30 in MPER #2; Table 22.
Sources of Energy Forward Information, by Survey Year ). Approximately two-thirds of
managers (12 of 17) reported learning about the Energy Forward through detailer interactions
(compared to 56% of 10 of 18 in MPER #2). In this year’s survey, two managers reported
learning about Energy Forward from the in-store video and four mentioned they had seen the
point-of-purchase (POP) materials, but were not aware of the program.
Table 22. Sources of Energy Forward Information, by Survey Year
Year
MPER #3 (2013)
n=17

MPER #2 (2012)
n=18

Detailers

12

10

POP – TV/shelf labels

6

4

Not aware of Energy Forward, only knows POP

4

0

Corporate communication

2

2

POP – in-store video

2

0

Other source

2

0

Don't know

0

1

Source of Information
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Detailer Interaction
Detailer interaction with managers most commonly involved identification of qualified
televisions. Managers reported interacting with detailers an average of five times during the past
year. The most common topic detailers discussed with managers was identifying which
televisions were Energy Forward qualified (5 of 12 managers; Table 23). Three managers
reported that detailers informed them they were putting up promotional materials, but did not
provide any information about the Energy Forward program. Only two managers reported that
detailers provided information directly to sales associates. Example responses included:
“[The detailers] come in and ask specifically for me, ask if I have any questions and if we
have any new models in. Then they go through the entire store, checking model numbers
to make sure the TVs qualify. If there are new TVs that they tagged they show me what
has changed.”
“[The detailers] basically said they had put logos on the TVs. The never told me or the
sales associates what the stickers meant.”
Table 23. Type of Manager-Detailer Interaction
Interaction

Count

Provide information about what TVs qualify

5

Detailer only put up POP materials, did not provide information

3

Provided general program information

3

Provided hard copy information

2

Provided information to sales associates

2

Don't know

1

Managers would like more marketing materials and in-person training for sales associates. When
asked what detailers could do to help sell more qualified televisions, managers requested
additional marketing materials (6 mentions) and in-person training for sales associates (5
mentions). Marketing materials included both hard copy brochures (5 mentions) and information
about monetary savings (2 mentions). Three managers reported there was nothing additional
detailers could do to help sell qualified televisions. Example responses included:
“It might be nice to have more information on the monetary savings, maybe the lifespan
of the TV being better.”
“Please come in more than once, sit down with us, and the other sales folks, and pass on
why a TV gets the sticker, explain what the program is. [The detailers] introduced
themselves real fast, I am not sure if they told us ahead of time, so maybe we were busy.”
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Energy Forward Promotion
Energy Forward POP materials were the most common way stores promoted qualified
televisions. The majority of store managers who were of aware Energy Forward (14 of 17)
reported utilizing program POP materials to promote qualified televisions (Table 24.
Promotional Activities Associated with Qualified TVs ). Additionally, two managers reported
using the Energy Forward video to promote qualified televisions. Two store managers reported
that their stores did not promote qualified televisions.
Table 24. Promotional Activities Associated with Qualified TVs
Activity

Count

Display POP – TV labels/shelf tags

14

Show Energy Forward video on in-store TVs

2

Price discounts

225

Provide sales associate training

2

Sales associates promote Energy Forward TVs to customers

2

Advertisements

1

No different promotional activities

2

Wilson-Bates continued to stand out from other retailers in how it promoted qualified televisions.
As noted in MPER #2, Wilson-Bates continued to provide price discounts on qualified
televisions to customers. The store manager reported the store’s television buyer adjusted the
price of qualified televisions based on the incentive amount. The Wilson-Bates manager also
reported that the store included information about qualified televisions in their weekly
advertisements.
Half of managers said the Energy Forward POP materials helped sell qualified televisions. Of the
managers at stores with POP materials, half (7 of 14) reported that the POP helped them sell
qualified televisions. When asked how the POP materials helped, managers reported that the
POP appealed to customers who were interested in saving money or energy (4 mentions), sales
associates used the POP as “selling point” (4 mentions), and that customers had specifically
asked about the “Most Efficient” label (1 mention). Managers that did not believe the POP
materials helped sell qualified televisions reported there being minimal customer interest in
energy efficiency (4 mentions). When asked specifically if the POP displayed in stores has
impacted sales of Energy Forward televisions, managers were split on whether sales increased as
a result of the POP; Six said sales had increased, six reported no impact, and two said they did
not know.

25

One Best Buy manager reported their store had a $25 rebate from the local utility for qualified televisions.
Upon, further analysis of In-Store Mystery Shopping data, we found that the sales associate interviewed was
unaware of Energy Forward. It is possible that the manager we spoke with was confusing the Energy Forward
program with a different program.
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Example responses included:
“When customers ask, [the POP] gives us a way to point out. If they are not sure if they
want a new TV, we can point out how much less this one will cost to run, and maybe
persuade them to buy if they were on the fence.”
“I would say that most customers are not thinking about energy efficiency, they are
thinking about features like streaming, pixels, and such, so I would not say [the POP] is
helping us sell, it is very rare that a customer asks about energy use.”
The Energy Forward Promotional video has had a minimal impact on sales of qualified
televisions. Of the managers who reported being aware of Energy Forward, approximately onethird (6 of 17) reported that they had seen the Energy Forward video playing on display
televisions at their store. Among those managers who reported seeing the video, two reported the
video had increased sales of Energy Forward televisions, three reported it had no impact on
sales, and one did not know the video’s impact on sales. When asked why the video increased
sales, managers reported that the video loop increased customer knowledge (1 mention) and that
the video acts as a reminder to sales associates to mention Energy Forward to customers (1
mention). Managers who reported that the video had no impact on sales cited limited customer
interest in energy efficiency (1 mention), customers not paying attention to the content of what is
being playing on the screens (1 mention), and that the POP materials are more impactful (1
mention). Example responses included:
“[The video] is something that we can bring up to customers. [Sales associates] see [the
video] and can bring it up to customers. Customers have not asked specifically about the
video. [The video] runs every thirty minutes or so, along with other advertisements.”
“I just do not think they are noticing [the video]; when they are looking at the screen,
they are looking at the quality of the picture and not really paying attention to the
content.”

D.3.3. Communicating Information about Energy Forward
Corporate to Managers
Slightly more managers reported receiving guidance from corporate regarding Energy Forward
than in MPER #2. This year, four managers reported receiving guidance from corporate
regarding the Energy Forward program (compared to no managers in MPER #2). Two of the four
managers recalled hearing Energy Forward mentioned during training and one mentioned
receiving informational materials about qualified televisions. Managers reported receiving this
information via internal company communications (two mentions), the television buyer, and a
plan-o-gram. Interestingly, one manager reported that corporate sends the store “ Most Efficient”
tags with directions about which televisions to place them on. It is possible that this respondent
was confusing the Energy Forward POP, which reads, “Most Efficient,” with ENERGY STAR’s
Most Efficient product specification. Example responses included:
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“[Energy Forward] is mentioned within our training program; [saying Energy Forward]
is the thing to look for etc.”
“[Corporate] send us more tags with directions of which TVs to put them on. We only do
"Most Efficient" not Energy Guide or Energy Star.”
Managers to Sales Associates
Similar to MPER #2, most managers said they did not discuss Energy Forward with sales
associates. Of managers who were aware of Energy Forward, over half (12 of 17) reported that
they did not discuss Energy Forward with sales associates (compared to 13 of 18 manager in
MPER #2). When discussing Energy Forward with sales associates, managers reported
mentioning which televisions qualify (4 mentions) and providing information on the POP
materials (1 mentions). Example responses included:
“Making sure that they are aware of what is most efficient and have that information
available to them if customers ask about it.”
“I personally have not discussed [Energy Forward] with many of them. I have shown
them the signs and told them what the mean, but not much further than that.”
Fewer managers reported encouraging sales associates to mention Energy Forward to customers
than in MPER #2. Three managers reported encouraging their sales associates to mention Energy
Forward to customers (compared to five in MPER #2). Managers mentioned who reported
encouraging sales associated to mention Energy Forward indicated that they do so because it is a
selling point (4 mentions) and because some customers ask about energy efficiency (2 mentions).
Those managers who said they do not encouraging sales associates to mention Energy Forward
indicated they did not know enough about the program (4 mentions) or felt it was not a relevant
selling point (3 mentions). Example responses included:
“[Energy Forward] is a selling tool; [sales associates] can use it when a customer is on
the line about a TV.”
“There are other priorities. So many other things to focus on from a sales perspective,
[Energy Forward] just does not come up.”
Sales Associates to Customers
Most sales associates only mentioned Energy Forward when customers inquired about energy
efficiency. Over three-quarters of managers who were aware of Energy Forward (13 of 17)
reported their sales associates mentioned Energy Forward to customers (Table 25). Over half of
those managers (7 of 13) reported that sales associates only mention Energy Forward to
customers who specifically inquire about energy efficiency. Four managers reported that sales
associates mentioned Energy Forward to every customer.
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Table 25. Frequency of Sales Associates Mentioning Energy Forward to Customers
Frequency

Count

Every customer

4

Some customers

2

Only customers who inquire about energy efficiency

7

Sales associates never discuss Energy Forward

3

Don't know

1

Total

17

Most store managers said customers do ask sales associates about Energy Forward. According to
store managers who were aware of Energy Forward, over three-quarters (13 of 17) reported that
customers specifically asked about it at least occasionally (compared to 44% or 8 of 18 in MPER
#2). The frequency of customer request for Energy Forward included daily (5 mentions), weekly
(5 mentions), monthly (1 mention), and occasionally (2 mentions).
Customers who shop at retailers that primarily sell larger televisions may be more inclined to ask
about Energy Forward. We hypothesized that managers at Best Buy and Costco, which carry
more large televisions (45 inches or larger) than other retailers, would report that customers ask
about Energy Forward more frequently than customers at Frys, Kmart, Target, Walmart, WilsonBates, where the television assortment includes fewer large televisions. Out of the five managers
who reported that customers ask about Energy Forward on a daily basis, four were from Best
Buy or Costco. There were no retailer-affiliated differences among managers who reported that
customers asked about Energy Forward weekly, monthly, or never. Table 26 provides a summary
of retailer television assortment by television size.
Table 26. Retailer 2013 Television assortment, by Size
Retailer

Less than 45”

45” or Larger

Best Buy

51%

49%

Costco

62%

38%

Kmart

93%

7%

Sears

52%

48%

Target

86%

14%

Walmart

78%

22%

Note: Sears has a similar assortment of large televisions to Best Buy and Costco, but we were unable to
interview managers at any participating Sears.

D.3.4. Energy Forward Advantages and Program Improvements
The Energy Forward program’s greatest advantage is its use as a sales tool. When asked what the
advantages of the Energy Forward program were, managers most commonly mentioned the
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program’s usefulness as a sales tool (7 mentions). Additional advantages included the program’s
ability to identify qualified televisions (5 mentions) and reducing energy consumption (2
mentions). Two managers reported that there were no advantages. Example responses included:
“[Energy Forward] gives us another sales point and also another source of information
for the customer.”
“[Energy Forward] makes it easy for employees and customers to recognize what TVs
are most efficient.”
Managers said more sales associate training and additional marketing or informational materials
would improve the Energy Forward program. The most common suggestions managers provided
for improving the Energy Forward program were having more sales associate training (12
mentions) and more marketing or informational materials (8 mentions; Table 27).
Table 27. Energy Forward Program Improvements
Count
More sales associate training

12

More marketing or informational materials

8

General program information

3

Target other products

2

Integration with corporate sales strategies

1

Better sticker placement

1

More public outreach

1

Rebates

1

Nothing

2

Don’t know

1

D.3.5. Energy Efficiency Knowledge and Attitudes
Sales Associates
Sales associates’ knowledge of energy efficiency in consumer electronics has increased over the
past few years. Nearly three-quarters of managers (22 of 31) indicated that there has been an
increase in sales associate awareness of energy efficiency in consumer electronics over the last
three years. Managers cited energy efficiency labeling (10 of 22), increased customer demand (6
mentions), and increased customer awareness (4 mentions) as causes of the increase. Managers
also cited television technology changes (8 mentions) and efficiency knowledge being a useful
selling point as reasons for this increase. Example responses included:
“[Energy efficiency] is more important to customers. What's more important to
customers makes it more important to us, so we learn more.”
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“[Energy efficiency] makes it an easy sell; you can use the energy consumption from
their old TV versus new ones to get them to make the purchase – sometimes they are
surprised.”
Corporate
Energy efficiency in consumer electronics has become more important at the corporate level.
Over three-quarters of managers (24 of 31) reported the energy efficiency of consumer
electronics has become more important at their corporation over the last three years. The most
common reasons cited for this increase included increased customer demand (9 mentions) and
increased customer awareness (4 mentions). Other reasons mentioned by managers included their
corporation having a general focus on sustainability and efficiency (8 mentions) and television
technology changes (4 mentions). Interestingly, four managers attributed this increase in
importance of energy efficiency in consumer electronics to Energy Guide labels.

D.3.6. Store-Level Practices
Television Shipments
Although managers reported receiving new television models in every month of the year, the
most frequently mentioned months were March and October. About half of managers reported
receiving the majority of new television models in March (15 mentions) or October (15
mentions; Figure 12). Four managers reported not knowing what month their store received new
television models.
Figure 12. Months Retailers Receive the Majority of New Television Models (Self Reported)
15

15
11

7
3

4

7
3

2

2

3

1

Note: Four managers reported they did not know what month their store receives new television models.

Tracking and Sales Targets
No managers reported tracking Energy Forward television sales, nor having sales targets for
qualified televisions. None of the managers reported their stores track qualified televisions or
have specific sales targets for qualified televisions, compared to one respondent in MPER #2.
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Sales Associate Training
Nearly all managers reported that sales associates received online training for electronics
products. Nearly all managers (28 of 31) reported their sales associates received online training
for electronics products. Three reported that sales associates received training onsite with an inperson trainer. Only one manager (at a Kmart) reported that sales associates did not receive any
training on electronics products. Managers at Best Buy reported sales associates received a mix
of training with most occurring online and some onsite (Table 28).
Table 28. Type of Electronics Training, by Retailer
Retailer

Online

Onsite

Best Buy (n=10)

9

5

Walmart (n=9)

9

Costco (n=8)

8

Frys (n=1)

No Training

Don’t know
1

1
1

Kmart (n=1)

1

Target (n=1)

1

Wilson-Bates (n=1)

1

Managers reported that both retailers and product manufacturers develop online trainings for
sales associates. Respondents reported that either their company (23 mentions) or the product
manufacturers (13 mentions) develop online electronics trainings for sales associates. Online
trainings typically focus on product features of specifications (21 mentions)26 , introduction to
new products (21 mentions), or energy efficiency information (9 mentions). The majority of
managers reported having online trainings on a weekly (16 mentions) or monthly (8 mentions)
basis. Five managers reported that sales associates received incentives to participate in online
trainings.
Product manufactures were the only reported developers of onsite electronics trainings.
According to managers who reported their sales associates received onsite training, product
manufactures were the sole developers of these trainings. Onsite trainings generally covered
product features or specifications (4 mentions), introduction to new products (5 mentions), or
energy efficiency (1 mention). Managers reported onsite trainings occurred either weekly (4
mentions), monthly (1 mention), or quarterly (1 mention). Only one manager (at Frys) reported
providing employees with an incentive for attending the onsite trainings: an hour of paid time
that was not spent on the floor.

26

Most managers did not provide detail about what features and specifications are covered. Four managers did
offer some specifics, noting online trainings have covered: hook ups, quality of pictures, 3D, and processors;
LEDs; Smart TVs; and new Intel processors.
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D.3.7. Energy Forward Product Extension
According to respondents, appliances and desktop PCs have the most potential for extension of
the Energy Forward brand. According to managers, appliances such as refrigerators, freezers,
washers, dryers, and dishwashers have the most potential for Energy Forward labeling (Table
29). Managers also identified desktop PCs (13 mentions) and laptops/tablets (5 mentions) as
products that could be included in the Energy Forward program.
Table 29. Products Mentioned for Energy Forward Labeling
Products

Count

Appliances (refrigerator, freezer, washer, dryer, dishwasher)

17

Desktop PCs

13

Laptops/Tablets

5

DVD/Blue Ray Players/Digital Media Receivers

4

Home-Theater-in-a-Box

4

Room ACs/Space heaters

4

Stereo/Compact Audio

3

Small appliances (microwaves, vacuum cleaners, etc.)

3

Other

4

Don't know

5

Televisions and television accessories are the most common products that could be bundled and
sold together. The majority of managers (8 of 11) reported that televisions and television
accessories could be bundled together. Television accessories included home theater systems (3
mentions), video players and recorders27 (3 mentions), and video game systems (2 mentions).
Over half of managers (16 of 27) reported that they did not know what products could be
bundled together.
Including additional product categories under the Energy Forward brand would have a minimal
effect on managers’ work. Over half of managers (16 of 29) reported that including additional
products under the Energy Forward brand would either have no impact (9 mentions) of that they
did not know (7 mentions) the impact it would have on their work. Among those managers who
indicated that a product extension would affect their work, the mentions were primarily positive
and included having additional selling points (7 mentions), more customer awareness (2
mentions), increased sales (2 mentions), and more information for customers (2 mentions) were
reasons cited.

27

Video players and recorders included DVD and Blu-ray players.
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Including additional product categories under the Energy Forward brand would have a minimal
effect on sales associates work. Most managers reported that their sales associates’ work would
either be unaffected (7 mentions) or that they did not know the effect (4 mentions). Among those
managers who believed it would affect sales associates’ work the mentions were again primarily
positive, and included having an additional selling point (7 mentions), providing more
information for the customer (4 mentions), more customer awareness (3 mentions), and increased
sales of qualified products (2 mentions).
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D.4.

“Mystery Shopping”

This memo presents findings from our analysis of data gathered by mystery shoppers at
electronics retailers in June and August 2013.

D.4.1. Television Characteristics
Nearly all (93%) of the shown televisions had an LED display, significantly more than in
2012. In 2012, 51% of shown televisions had an LED display (Table 30). This change reflects a
shift from LCD to LED displays, with the proportion of shown plasma displays remaining
constant at 3%.
Table 30. Display Type
Display Type

2013

2012

LED

93%

51%

LCD

4%

46%

Plasma

3%

3%

100%

100%

Total

* Statistically significant (p<.05) differences highlighted in grey. No others are significantly different.

The average shown television price decreased slightly since 2012 in all television size ranges
except televisions less than 28 inches, where the average price remained the same. The
decline in television prices was greater for large televisions, with an average price decrease of
$165 for televisions between 50” and 60”, than for smaller televisions, with an average price
decrease in the mid-$30 range for televisions between 28” and 42” (Table 31).
Table 31. Average Television Price
Screen Size

2013

2012

Less than 28"

$209

$205

28-35"

$271

$305

40-42"

$517

$553

50-60"

$1,013

$1,178

* Statistically significant (p<.05) differences highlighted in grey. No others are significantly different.

More than one-third (38%) of shown televisions carried the Energy Forward label,
significantly more than in 2012 (23%). The proportion of shown televisions with the ENERGY
STAR label remained constant year-over-year at about two-thirds of televisions. Over all, more
than three-quarters (79%) of shown televisions had an energy efficiency label in 2013, an
increase driven by the increase Energy Forward labeling (Table 32).
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Table 32. Energy Efficiency Labeling
2012 (n=255)

2013 (n=207)

71%

79%

ENERGY STAR

65%

67%

Energy Forward

23%

38%

29%

21%

Energy efficiency label present

No energy efficiency label present

* Statistically significant (p<.05) differences highlighted in grey. No others are significantly different.

D.4.2. Energy Efficiency
Sales associates continued to have a positive attitude towards energy efficiency and were
increasingly able to locate energy efficient televisions. Over one-third (36%) of sales
associates had a very positive (a “6” or “7” on a seven-point scale) attitude towards energy
efficiency, similar to 2012 (31%). Once prompted, more than two-thirds (64%) of sales
associates were easily able to locate energy efficient televisions (“5” or above on a seven-point
scale), a significant increase over 2012 (49%).
Unprompted mention of energy efficiency by sales associates dropped significantly since
2012. Five percent of sales associates mentioned energy efficiency unprompted when discussing
television features with mystery shoppers (compared to 22% in 2012). Resolution and picture
quality remained the most common unprompted features mentioned by sales associates.
Mentions of television display type (i.e., LED, LCD, or plasma) also dropped significantly since
2012, likely because most televisions shared a common display type (LED).
Figure 13. Features Mentioned Unprompted (Multiple Responses Allowed)

88%
81%

Resolution / Picture quality

75%
71%

Brand
Features (i.e., Internet / 3D / PC Inputs,
etc.)*

69%
53%
58%
58%

Price
47%

Display type (i.e., LED / LCD / Plasma)*
Energy efficiency*
Durability*

76%
5%
22%
3%
20%

2013 (n=59)

2012 (n=59)

* Statistically significant difference, p<.05
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Lower cost of operation was the most common benefit associated with energy efficient
televisions. Once prompted, over one-third (37%) of sales associates mentioned specific benefits
of energy efficient televisions (Figure 14). The most common benefit mentioned was lower cost
of operation (67%). Few sales associates (17%) mentioned negative aspects of energy efficient
televisions once prompted. The most common negative aspect of energy efficient televisions
mentioned by sales associates was insignificant energy savings (eight of 10 mentions).
Figure 14. Benefits of Energy Efficiency Mentioned Prompted

Lower cost of operation

14

Referenced LED technology

5

Lower energy use
Improved performance / Better quality

4
2

Sales associates rarely mentioned negative aspects of ENERGY STAR or Energy Forward
unprompted, but when they did they focused on the limited cost savings. Only 10% of sales
associates mentioned anything negative about energy efficient televisions. When they did, and
consistent with findings from 2012, nearly one-quarter (22%) indicated energy efficient
televisions provided consumers with little to no energy cost savings (as determined by the
Energy Guide label).

D.4.3. Change in Efficiency Knowledge/Attitude
For this evaluation, we repeated nearly all items asked during the 2012 evaluation, along with
several items from the 2009 baseline study conducted by ODC. In addition to the two items we
found to be significantly different from baseline in 2012, we found responses to three items to be
significantly different from 2012:
1) Sales associates in 2013 were less likely to mention energy efficiency unprompted (5% in
2013 and 22% in 2012).
2) Sales associates were less likely to report energy efficient televisions working better than
non-energy efficient televisions (16% in 2013 and 43% in 2012).
3) Sales associates were less likely to indicate that energy efficient televisions cost more
than non-energy efficient televisions (9% in 2013 and 24% in 2012).
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Table 33. Energy Efficiency Awareness
RIA 2013
(n=59)

RIA 2012
(n=59)

ODC 2009
(n=69)

Mentioned energy efficiency unprompted

5%

22%

15%

Mentioned ENERGY STAR unprompted

3%

7%

14%

Indicated energy efficient TVs work better

16%

43%

21%

Indicated energy efficient TVs cost more

9%

24%

17%

Ability to locate efficient TVs
(mean score, 1 to 7 scale)

4.98

4.80

4.60

Degree of positive attitude towards efficiency
(mean score, 1 to 7 scale)

4.70

4.65

3.28

Knowledge of ENERGY STAR
(mean score, 1 to 7 scale)

3.46

3.36

3.67

* Statistically significant (p<.05) differences highlighted in grey. All others are not significantly different.

Energy efficiency training appeared to improve sales associates’ knowledge of ENERGY
STAR. Over one-quarter of sales associates (28%) reported receiving training specifically
related to energy efficiency. Training types included ENERGY STAR-specific training (four
mentions), Energy Forward-specific training (three mentions), and unspecific energy efficiency
training (nine mentions). Sales associates who reported receiving any energy efficiency training
had significantly higher ENERGY STAR knowledge scores than those who did not (a mean
score of 4.29 compared to 3.10 on a 1 to 7 scale). 28 Energy Forward knowledge scores did not
differ significantly based on efficiency training.
Customer interest in energy efficient televisions has remained the same since 2012. Over
half of sales associates (58%) who had worked in electronics for more than five years reported
that customer interest in energy efficient televisions had increased (compared to 67% in 2012,
non-significant). Reasons mentioned by sales associates for increased customer interest included
cost of operation and general interest in energy efficiency (five mentions each), concerns about
plasma televisions (four mentions), and increased interest in LED televisions.
Sales associates’ knowledge of ENERGY STAR has improved since 2012. Sales associates
were more likely to provide a correct definition of ENERGY STAR this year than in 2012 (64%
compared to 43%, respectively).

28

t(55) = 2.29, p=.026
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Table 34. Sales Associates/ Definition of ENERGY STAR*
ENERGY STAR
2013

2012

Incorrect or no definition provided

29%

25%

Definition Provided

71%

75%

Correct definition

64%

43%

Partially correct definition

36%

57%

* Statistically significant differences highlighted in grey (p<.05). All others are not significantly different.
Table 35. Example ENERGY STAR and Energy Forward Definitions from 2013 Mystery Shops
Correct
ENERGY STAR

“It's a program that provides
ratings to TVs in terms of
how much energy usage.”

Partially Correct

Incorrect

“It means that it is a model
that saves you energy and
money.”

“ENERGY STAR is based on
the usage on the Energy
Guide."

D.4.4. Energy Forward
Similar to 2012, no sales associates mentioned Energy Forward unprompted in 2013. When
energy efficiency was discussed unprompted with mystery shoppers (5% of store visits), sales
associates mentioned ENERGY STAR (two mentions), the efficiency of LEDs (one mention),
and some television models being more efficient than others (one mention).
Sales associates are not clear about what Energy Forward means. When asked about the
Energy Forward POP by mystery shoppers, just under half of sales associates were unable to
provide an explanation of Energy Forward or the meaning of the POP (47% or 28 of 59). Among
the 53% (31 of 59) of sales associates who did provide an explanation, there was little
consistency in their definitions. Several associates provided correct information, while others
provided incorrect information. Two of the more common, correct elements mentioned by sales
associates were that Energy Forward televisions were the “most efficient” or “best” of efficient
television models (18 mentions) and that the program was sponsored by the local utility (seven
mentions). Examples of incorrect definition elements included telling shoppers that program
POP was placed on televisions at random (two mentions) and that labeled televisions qualified
for a rebate from the local utility (one mention).
Interaction between program detailers and sales associates may be associated with
improved sales associate knowledge and awareness of Energy Forward and ENERGY
STAR. Sales associates who reported interacting with detailers had higher Energy Forward and
ENERGY STAR knowledge scores than those who did not interact with detailers (mean Energy
Forward scores of 3.54 compared to 2.24; mean ENERGY STAR scores of 4.42 compared to
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3.20, both on a 1 to 7 scale).29 It is likely that interactions with detailers improved sales
associates’ knowledge of energy efficiency, however other factors could also influence the
improvement in knowledge scores.

D.4.5. Product Promotion
Nearly all visited stores had Energy Forward promotional materials on or near televisions,
a significant improvement over 2012. Only one store (a Sam’s Club) did not have any Energy
Forward promotional materials on displayed televisions, compared to 11 stores in 2012. Similar
to 2012, television stickers were the most common promotional material (found at 92% of visits,
).
Figure 15. Energy Forward Promotional Materials Observed at Visited Retailers

TV stickers

92%

Video

32%

Shelf tags
No promotion

22%
2%

Few sales associates believed the Energy Forward promotional video increased customer
interest in energy efficient televisions. Approximately one-third (32%) of visited stores were
playing the Energy Forward video on display televisions at the time of the mystery shoppers’
visit. When asked, one in five (11 of 59) sales associates reported being aware of the video.
Among aware sales associates, three reported that the video had increased customer interest in
energy efficiency. The remaining sales associates reported that the video had no impact on
customer interest (five mentions) or that they did not know (three mentions).
Sales associates reported that few customers specifically request Energy Forward
televisions. Only one sales associate reported having customers request to see Energy Forward
televisions. This sales associate further explained that “less than ten percent” of customers have
requested Energy Forward qualified televisions.

D.4.6. Sales Associate Characteristics
Key sales associate characteristics included:


29

Most identified themselves as “sales associates” (88%)

Energy Forward: t(56) = 2.19, p=.033; ENERGY STAR: t(55) = 2.06, p=.044
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Most were male (73%)



Median time at the store was 3.3 years and median time in electronics was 2.9 years



Two-thirds (66%) worked specifically with televisions (significantly more than 32% in
2012)

D.5.

Ride-Alongs

This section presents findings from ride-along observations that Research Into Action staff
conducted with field services representatives (subsequently referred to as “representatives”) as
they placed Energy Forward point of purchase materials (POP) in participating retail stores.
These ride along observations sought to identify opportunities for NEEA to more effectively
draw on representatives, both in the current Initiative and in future efforts.

D.5.1. General Visit Characteristics
Representatives spent an average of 30 minutes inside each store and used the majority of
that time to verify and place POP. Figure 16 illustrates the average time spent placing POP and
interacting with staff members during the 10 store visits observed. Representatives primarily
spent time classified as “other” waiting for retail staff to become available and walking to and
from the television department. Consistent with the high proportion of time representatives spent
verifying POP, the shortest visit (10 minutes) was at a Kmart store, with a relatively small
television assortment, while the longest visit (47 minutes) was at a Best Buy, with a large
assortment of televisions. Most visits clustered around the 30 minute average, with 6 of 10
between 30 and 35 minutes.
Figure 16. Average Time Breakdown During Store Visits
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D.5.2. Interaction with Retail Staff
Representatives spoke with between one and three retail staff members during each store
visit (Table 36). These interactions ranged from less than one minute to 15 minutes in length,
with an average length of four minutes. 30
Table 36. Number of Retail Staff Members with Whom Representatives Interacted
Number of Store Visits . . .

That Included Interactions With . . .

5

1 retail staff member

3

2 retail staff members

2

3 retail staff members

Representatives typically interacted with whichever retail staff members were on duty in
the television department at the time of the field services visit. During their interactions,
representatives would typically verify that a retail staff member they had not spoken with
previously regularly worked in the television department, but representatives did not typically
ask for specific employees by title (for example store or department managers). Representatives
typically asked about retail staff members they had spoken with in the past, and checked in with
these retail staff members when they were available.
In some cases, few retail staff members were available to speak with the representative at
the time of the store visit. In four of the ten observed visits, representatives waited five minutes
or more for staff to become available, and in two cases representatives noted that they would
have spent more time speaking with retail staff had the staff members not been busy helping
customers.
Representatives interacted differently with staff members they had previously met than
with those they had not spoken with before. In interactions with retail staff members they had
not previously met, representatives primarily provided information such as describing the
benefits of qualified televisions. Representatives’ interactions with retail staff members they had
previously met were less focused on providing information. Instead, representatives were more
likely to ask questions of the retail staff members, for example inquiring about customer reaction
to the POP and changes in the television department (Table 37).

30

This average differs from the average total time spent interacting with retail staff in Figure 16 because, during
some visits, multiple, distinct interactions occurred between field service representatives and retailer staff. The
average in Figure 16 aggregates these interactions for each visit, while the average listed here considers each
distinct interaction separately.
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Table 37. Number of Mentions, by Discussion Point, by Previous Interaction between the Representatives and
Retail Staff
Number of Mentions
Previous Interaction
(n=4)

No Previous
Interaction (n=10)*

Total

Qualified TVs are best/most efficient

0

8

8

Potential to use program qualification as
a selling point

1

7

8

Qualified TVs are 20-35% more efficient
than others

0

6

6

Placement of POP

3

2

5

Changes to TV department

3

1

4

Program is sponsored by utilities

0

3

3

Customer reaction to POP

3

0

3

Program is ongoing

0

1

1

Incentives paid to retailers

0

0

0

Discussion Point

*

Portland area store visits occurred in stores that the representative observed had recently taken over from a
different representative. As a result, the interactions observed during ride-along observations may include a
larger proportion of retail staff members with whom the representative had not previously interacted than is
typical.

Representatives did not discuss the incentives paid by the program to retailers in any of the
interactions with retail staff observed. None of the observed conversations included this
discussion point.
Representatives reported that framing program qualification as a potential sales tool is
important in capturing the attention of retail staff. The potential to use a television’s
qualified status as a sales tool was the second most common point representatives brought up in
their discussions with retail staff, following an explanation that qualified televisions represent the
most efficient models on the market. One representative stated that presenting the Initiative as a
potential sales tool helps to illustrate how the Initiative can contribute to retail staff members’
goals.
Retail staff members were friendly toward the representatives and appeared interested in
the information the representatives gave them. However, the extent to which retail staff
members engaged with the information provided was unclear; few responded to the
representatives’ information with questions seeking more detail. In addition, few retail staff
members explicitly demonstrated knowledge of the program, although their interactions with the
representatives did not test their knowledge directly. One representative stated that capturing
retail staff members’ interest and keeping them engaged was the most difficult part of the
representative’s job.
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It was difficult for the observed representatives to explain the program’s process and
specifications for determining which televisions qualify. When a retail staff member asked
one representative how the program determines specifications, the representative replied that the
process is technical and hard to explain, but fundamentally based on the unit’s energy use. Both
representatives noted that questions about product qualification are difficult to answer,
particularly when the energy use and cost estimates on the FTC Energy Guide label are identical
for a television model that is qualified and one that is not.

D.5.3. Placement of POP
Challenges representatives faced in placing POP came from physical limitations rather
than retailer resistance. Store staff did not demonstrate resistance or opposition to
representatives’ efforts to place POP on qualified televisions during ride-along visits, and
representatives stated that they had not encountered opposition to their efforts from store staff.
Instead, challenges in placing POP were primarily logistical:


In some cases, representatives could not reach television display models, either
because they were too high (common in Target stores, among others), or because pallets
of merchandise were placed in front of the display models (common in Costco stores). In
these cases, representatives typically pointed out qualified models to retail staff and asked
them to place the POP, or placed the POP on a bar below the display televisions that held
placards listing product information.



In some cases, it was difficult for representatives to place POP in a way that did not
cover materials created by either the manufacturer or retailer. This was particularly
challenging in a Best Buy store that had requested the Initiative place POP in racks
holding product information, rather than attaching it to the televisions with adhesive.
However, televisions at multiple retailers often had a row of symbols displayed along
either the side or bottom of the screen, calling attention to various features. Customers
had bent back POP covering these symbols, and in some cases the POP had been moved
closer to the center of the television from its original location in the corner.



At Target stores in particular, product information labels did not prominently display
television model numbers. Representatives would refer to the Energy Guide label to
identify the model number, or look for the model number underneath the product
information card, where it is listed for retail staff members’ reference.

Representatives cited a variety of reasons qualified televisions may lack POP, but stated
that retail staff, for the most part, do not intentionally remove POP. 31 Reasons cited for
missing POP include:

31

One representative stated that Costco corporate staff may remove all POP from display TVs during their store
visits, but a Costco employee refuted this claim, saying it does not happen at their store.
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Changes to the qualified product list. Representatives receive an updated qualified
product list for each round of store visits. In some cases, these updates include televisions
that had been on display during previous visits but were not on previous qualified product
lists.



Sales of display models. In one Costco store, retail staff stated that, due to a high volume
of sales, they frequently sell display models. In addition, multiple retailers display “open
box specials” or clearance televisions, which are likely to remain on display for a
relatively short period of time.



Wear and tear. Representatives noted that, in some cases, the adhesive on the POP may
dry and the POP may fall off of the display televisions. Representatives replace any
missing or worn POP during their store visits.



Changes in assortment and movement of televisions: Representatives noted that some
retailers change their television assortment more frequently than others, and some move
televisions more frequently. Retail staff stated that they are not aware which televisions
should carry POP, and, as a result, cannot replace POP that becomes separated from
televisions when they move displays.

In many cases, the cost scale on the FTC Energy Guide label was out-of-date. The cost scale
does not appear to have been updated to account for overall decreases in television energy
consumption. On many televisions, the unit’s estimated annual energy cost was less than the
lowest amount on the scale. For example, Figure 17 shows the Energy Guide label from a
Samsung television at Best Buy in which the television’s estimated annual energy cost is $10 but
the label scale is $15 to $43. Further, Best Buy’s website lists Energy Guide information for 17
televisions in the 40-inch size class. While the Energy Guide label scale for similar models is
$15 to $43, the Energy Guide yearly energy cost estimates range from $7 to $18.
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Figure 17. Energy Guide Sticker with Out-of-Date Cost Comparison

D.5.4. Response to Program Activities
Retail staff members expressed positive attitudes toward energy efficiency and the
Initiative. During their conversations with representatives, none of the retail staff members
expressed negative opinions of efficient televisions or the program, and four explicitly made
positive comments. One stated that, while most customers do not ask about energy efficiency, it
is “always one of my selling points.” Another retail staff member stated that the Initiative’s
utility sponsorship increases its credibility relative to messages from manufacturers and retailers.
According to representatives and retail staff, efficiency is not a primary consideration in
most consumers’ television purchases. In conversations with representatives, four retail staff
members stated that customers do not typically ask about television energy use. One noted that
customers more often ask him about efficiency when he is working in the appliance department
than in consumer electronics. However, one retail staff member stated that customers in the
Portland area may be more likely to ask about television energy use than customers in more rural
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areas, and another noted that customers purchasing larger televisions are typically more
interested in energy use than those purchasing smaller televisions. In response to this limited
interest in efficiency among television buyers, one of the representatives observed presents the
POP to retail staff as a tool they could use to nudge customers torn between two television
models toward the more efficient option.
Representatives view efficient televisions’ relatively limited cost savings potential as a
barrier to increased consumer uptake of efficiency. Both representatives stated that, for most
consumers, the energy savings potential of an efficient television is not large enough to justify a
significantly higher incremental cost; especially since factors like screen size and brand are
typically more important to consumers than efficiency.
Representatives view the Initiative’s promotional video positively, but have differing views
about its effectiveness. One representative stated that retail staff may be more likely to
recognize the words “most efficient,” which are on the POP, rather than “Energy Forward,”
which the video features. However, the other representative stated that a retail staff member had
told the representative about a customer who asked about the Initiative after seeing the video.
This representative stated that the video could be an effective way to keep retail staff members
informed about the Initiative. According to this representative, the video’s message “gets
tattooed on [retail staff members’] brains.”
The audio that accompanies the Initiative’s promotional video can be difficult to hear in
some stores. An important part of the information the Initiative’s promotional video delivers is
in the text the narrator reads as the images move over the screen. However, in some stores
playing the video, volume of the content playing on the television display wall was set at a level
that made it difficult to hear over the store’s ambient music and other background noise.

D.5.5. Conclusions
It is not practical for representatives to spend significantly more time educating retail staff
members than they currently do. Representatives interacted with retail staff members who
were on-duty in the television department, and the priority of the retail staff was serving
customers. Representatives had longer conversations with interested retail staff members who
were not busy with customers, but it is unlikely representatives would be able to regularly hold
retail staff members’ interest for more than the approximately five minutes, on average, that they
currently spend.
Representatives could help retail staff develop a deeper understanding of energy efficiency
and improve their ability to use efficiency as a selling point as representatives build
ongoing relationships with retail staff members. Representatives’ talking points are effective
in initially introducing the Initiative to retail staff members but leave representatives with little
new information to provide in subsequent meetings. Additional coaching could allow
representatives to present more detailed information to retail staff who have already been
introduced to the Initiative. These messages will be most effective if they are presented as
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information the retail staff members can use as they provide customers with information about
televisions.
Representatives could benefit from an improved understanding of the Initiative’s television
qualification specifications and process. While this is a higher level of detail than they may
typically need to go into with retail staff, improving the representatives’ understanding would
allow them to more effectively respond to the questions they occasionally receive. Descriptions
of the program’s television qualification specifications to representatives need not go into a great
deal of technical detail.
It may be effective for representatives to inform retail staff of the program’s incentives for
sales of qualified televisions. The representatives did not bring up the program’s incentives in
any of their interactions with retail staff, but findings from MPER#2 suggest that these incentives
contribute to store-level profit and loss calculations, which may influence retail staff members’
compensation.
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